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Bonker speaks here

'Election system restrictive'

Pavilion changes hours

·

L

FOLK
WORSHIP

SUNDAY�

..

11 :00 A.M.

11th AND ALDER
( 1 Block East of the Health Center)

lUTHERAN CAMPUS MINISTRY
925-3196
925-9578

___________________________________________.

An Offer
You Can''.t Refuse

Bonker also r�peated state
ments made by Kramer that said
he would not run for a third term
as secretary of state. Bonker
believes this shows a lack of
credibility on the incumbent's
part.
"Kramer has said that he
doesn't care if he wins or loses,
but I do. I want to serve the state
and see some of these reforms
implemented;" Bonker said.
w

CENTER FOR CAMPUS MINISTRY.

REV. BILL JEFFS

Don Bo nker
"This policy," Bonker ex
plained, "requires leadership
from the secretary of state and
we just haven't had it."
Bonker believes the citizens
who are most affected by
negative election procedures are
Indians, Chicanos and Blacks.
Bonker pointed out that a very
small percentage of these people
are registered to vote.
"Lud Kramer, in eight years,
has done nothing to increase this
percentage , " Bonker said,
refering to the incumbent
secretary of state. "There are
still 10,000 Chicanos in · the
Yakima Valley and Kramer has
made no effort to pressure the
county auditor there," Bonker

stated.

. - .

ARE YOU INTO
•

•

JAZZ?

•

STEREO�RAFT' S

"INTERMEDIATE SYSTEM"

DSCOT'F

The STEREOCRAn Jazz
And Rock Record Selec
tion is the largest, most
current
in
town. Art
Farmer, · Randy Weston,
Herbie Mann, the Buddy
Rich ''Big Band Sound' '
....;You 'll find them all IN
DEPTH At STEREOCRAn.
·

',
1� •.>;�A;

EVERYDAY LOWEST
PRICES!

$6.98

LP's.-

$5.48 LP'sThere are still a few bargains left in this ol' world witness this week's system. It features the dazzling
Pioneer SX424 AM-FM stereo receiver, delivering a
solid 12 watts per charmel RMS. (That's comparable to
over 500 wat� by the meaningless "peak music power"
rating!) The speakers are Scott S-17's, top rate� by a
leading consumer magazine. The ·turntable? None
other than the famous Garrard SL55B, whose synchro
lab motor guarantees constant record speed despite
line voltage variations. Completing the ensemble1 is the
accurate-sounding, light-tracking. Shure M93E car·

tridge.

STOP IN FOR A LISTEN. This system would be a
bargain at .its list priee of $406. 75.

It's a STEAL at $350.00 .

Smothers to speak here
Former co-star of the Smothers Brothers television show, Tom
Smothers, will appear at Central Sunday from 4-5 p.m. in the SUB pit
to speak on behalf of Sen. George McGovern.
The controversial and outspoken critic of the television media is
touring the coutry in support of the Democratic candidate for
president.

. by Mark Groszhans
staff writer

less than 50 per cent have cast
their ballot.
Don Bonker spoke on election
"The time has come for
reform, the major issue of the ·government to shed its passive
secretary ot state
race, and role concerning voter part
called for statewide improve icipation. I believe government
ments in 'voter registration in a should actively encourage its
speech at1 Central Tuesday.
citizens to register and vote,"
"Voting is more than a · Bonker said.
privilege - it is a right. Yet
In Clark County, Bonker has
thousands fail to vote in this developed a program to register
state because our state is saddled 90 per cent of all eligible citizens.
with an election system which is His workers have passed the 80
restrictive
arid exclusionary," per cent mark and he pledged to
Bonker said.
extend this program to insure
The voter failure isn't due to full voting rights for all.
disinterest but because voters
"I would attempt to simplify
are disenfranchised, Bonker the registration process. It· now
explained.
consists of filling out three pages
"Voting in our state is lowest of questions and signing your
among the young, the minorities, name six times. I would cut the
the poor and the shut-ins," form to one page, as it is in
Bonker states.
Oregon," Bonker said.
In 19� 8, according to Bonker,
Bonker would like to have a
47 millip n people didn't vote for uniform registration policy for all
president. This is only 62 per counties. To date, each county is
cent of the population and in an set according to the county
off year congressional election audltor'_s wishes.
.-----..

··-

$4.98

LP's-

�544
s 344·

MAXELL

1800 ft. line 35-7
"Low-N0 i se"
List $6.20
W/COUPON

'$389

1800 ft. UD35-'.
"Ultra Dynamic"
List $8.20
49:

s4

W/CQU'PON

GOOD T.HRU NOY 10���,,,,._IMIT 2 -��....

Nicholson Pavilion is no longer open from 6-8 p.m.
The change, according to Dr. A. H. Poffenroth, cnall'man of the P.
E. department, is due to lack of supervision.
Last year a man was employed under the Emergency Employment
Act to fill this job. He has since resigned.
The job cannot be filled now because of regulations concerning the
Emergency Employment Act. These regulations are being appealed
and the results will be known on Nov. 15.
Supervision is needed in the pavilion, Dr. Poffenroth said. It is open
to students and the public alike and smaller children could get hurt on
the trampoline, bars and other athletic equipment without
supervision.

Women's trio on rights
On Monday a trio of women known as the "Co-Respondants" will
present a program of music and readers' theater.
Patricia Larson and Sl:\ndra Nisbet, with Denise Livingston on
guitar will perform "Enter Laughing - The Women's Movement"
containing exerpts from Moliere, Oscar Wilde, Anne Morrow
Lindbergh, George Bernard Shaw and Virginia Woolf.
The three women are touring Washington in support of HJR-61.
They hope to educate the public about the amendment and to raise
money to defray campaign expenses at a state level.
Donations will be accepted.
Performances will be at 1 p.m. in the SUB pit, and at 7:30 p.m. in
the SUB theater.

Japanese vvar exhibit
A traveling exhibit entitled "The Pride and the Shame," depicting
World War II encampment of the Japanese people, will be on display
Nov. 14-17 in the SUB.
A panel discussion on Ja·panese-American issues will be held
Thursday, Nov. 16 at noon in the SUB pit. At 2 p.m. also in the SUB
pit, a poetry reading will be given by Lawson lnada, author of the
publication, "Before the War."
Both the program and exhibit is sponsored by Central's Ethnic
Studies Program. Alex Kuo is director. '

Original prints exhibited·
A special. one-day presentation of original lithograph, intaglio,
serigraph and woodcut prints will be shown Monday in the student;
lounge of the Fine Arts building.
Hours of the exhibit will be from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The public is invited to view the unique Lakeside Studio collection
from Lakeside,Mlch.,and to meet their representative, Doug DeLind,
who will be available to answer questions - both historial and
technical.
All works to be displayed are available for purchase.
The work to be exhibited - valued at over $100,000 - contains
prints by old master and modern master artists such as Albrecht
- Durer, Jacques Callot, Georges Rouault and Pablo Picasso.
The complimentary showing is sponsored by the art department.
·

SWITCH TO
THE .BEST
··.IT-COSTS
LESS!
FIRsr·ro RECYCLE
IN THE U.S.
..

sot per case refund

CASCADE.
BEV. ,CO.
Ellensburg. Wash.

Sentencing due Dec. 8

I

Young guilty of bomb threat
by Mike Merritt
special to the Crier

now
Young
said
Gorham
believes the words to be wrong
both morally and legally.

Young, a pre-law student and
form.er head of Central's Black
'
Student Union, is on parole from
Walla Walla State Penitentiary
where he served concurrent
terms for four rape convictions in

/

1963.

The charge against Young
stemmed from a June 2 state
ment made to Alan. Murray,
assistant director of staff
personnel, complaining of college
inaction regarding consideration
of a minority hiring program.
Since his admission to Central
under the Education Oppor- ·
tunity Program, Young has been
involved in urging the college to
institute expanded minority aid
and hiring programs.
Murray, in a statement
admitted into evidence, said that
on June 2 Young approached him

and said, "I am going to have to
come up to your office with a
bomb or better yet a gun· and
begin shooting everything and
anything that gets in my way."

·

Andre Young

"He's bothering people," said
defense attorney James Gorham
of Des Moines. The attorney

said Young made the college

"uncomfortable" in his demands
for greater college. action.
He said the college "wanted
Andre to go away - and not be
bothered by minority hiring and
New Careers," a program to aid
the disadvantaged.

Much of Young's defense
rested on charges that because of
Young's heavy involvement in
minority programs, the college
wanted to "get rid" of him.

·

AN-142 The Lantana·
l!aCllptlonolly leoutjful 12·.

100 "degrees deflectio�
oluminl.iecf pictv,. 'tube sPeed·
Portable' T.V.

0-Viaion. Detochoble tinted
ac.-n. 3�" �nd dytiamic
apea.,, Availoble In antique
white or horwat told. With
eorptio,...

Finandng
Available

Young's
report.

investigation

He

$1,000

universities.

Conference leaders will.include
Dian Callaghan, state desk
coordinator of the National
Information Center on Volun

·

the Crier, said that students
receiving aid would be allowed to
attend school full time and
remain employable but unem
ployed as long as they registered
for work once a week and
actively sought work.
The newest changes revert
back to an older policy which
assumed that students enrolled
full time removed themselves
from the job market, and thus,
eligibility for aid.
All students receiving .aid
through this program should
check with the Department of
Social and Health Services in
SUB 209 to determine their
status. Office hours are 9 a.m. to
noon and 1-3:45 p.m.

some

I

technical

"Student volunteer power can
multiply ma,ny times the efforts
now being carried out in our
schools and institutions...where
the paid professio,nals simply

teerism; Putman Barber of the ·can 't do the whole job, " Evans

·

national volunteer agency, stated.
He went on to say "I feel this
ACTION; Judy Coffey, director
of ESCAPE, a student volunteer conference will help to focus
project at the Uni�ersity of student energy to meet our
Oregon; and Mary Ripley of the continuing social challenges."
board of the Nationa1 Center for
Volunteer Action.
.
Conference speakers and
OVERTON'S
workshop leaders will discuss
some of the issues involved in
Tropical Fish
volunteerism for students.
962-9166
Other areas of interest include Route Three

due

also con tinued
bail pending tiie

e're

The conviction could mean, in
addition to the one-year prison
sentence for last week's convic
tion, revocation of Young's
Gorham charged that some parole and a return to Walla
college officials were circulating Wa.lla.
letters concerning his earlier
priSon record.
- The attorney said Young. was
able to "break the cycle" of many
persons unable to succeed in
society after terms in prison�
"While he was there, he didn't
become a member of a gang or a
One of the top table tennis
narcotics clique," said Gorham,
of the world, from the ·
teams
adding Young was the prison law
Republic of China (Taiwan), will
librarian.
He said, in his closing argu- give an exhibition of ping pong in

12 INCH T.V.

PANASONIC�

8.

the Washington State Office of
Volunteer Programs.

On the witness stand a second
time, Young said he knew of
college pressure against him.

Aid policy changes

ss99s

sentencing

D e c.

p roviding

Ta iV\lanese
table ten.n is
team visi ts

On the witness stand, Young
characterized his statement to
Murray as "flippant," without
actual intent to harm any college
structure.

Aid For Dependent Children, a
federally funded welfare program, has announced another
policy change regarding employa bility for those persons
receiving aid through the local
office at Central.
Emergency provisions for the
Washington Administrative
Code now state that anyone
taking more than five hours of
classes is no longer considered
employable.
This means that those student
families or individuals with
children are not eligible· for aid if
the head of the household is
registered full time.
The previously stated policy,
reported in the Oct. 20 edition of

But David Gorrie, · deputy
prosecuting attorney, countered
by saying the U.S. system of
justice should treat everyone
equally and that no special
exceptions should be made in the
case of Young's words.
He also argued that the
questions of whether Young
actually intended" to take actions
against the college were
"immaterial."
The law, he said, makes it a
crime just to make a threat and disregards any actual intent
to take action.
.Judge Horton Smith of King
County said he recognized the
"salutory" social efforts of
Young, but that he must consider
the ordinary meaning of the
words spoken."
Smith · ordered a full pre

Governor Dan Evans announ
ced in an appearance here last
week that Central and the
ASC-SERVE program will host a
statewide conference on student

assistance to administrators and
program directors as well as
developing better communica
tion lines among groups involved
vo lunteer
programs
next in volunteer programs for
weekend .
students.
Over 250 faculty members,
The conference is entitled
Community : students and administrators are
and
" College
Volunteering for a New Togeth expected to attend from Wash
erness" and will be sponsored by ington ' s
and
colleges
40

ments, there is a difference in the
"black vernacular" that the court
should weigh in measuring the
meaning of the words.

Andre Brigham Young, 31, a
black former Central student
was convicted last week in
Kittitas County Superior Court
of making a threat to bomb and
damage a college building.
Young was indicted June 16 on
the bomb-threat charge stem
ming from a statement to a
college employe that he would
"have to come up to your office
with a bomb."

SERVE conference

o.
At Least in weekly specia ls!

ONE DOUBLE BURGER
(wi thout The F r i es)

Nicholson Pavilion Monday at 7
p.m.

39$

The Nationalist Chinese team
will compete against a three
member professional team from
Seattle.
The American team members
are Robert J. Roberts and Joe
Lee, former intercollegiate
champions, and Tom Ruttinger, a
former U.S. junior champion.
The Chinese team members
are Ming Sund Lui, holder oLthe
seventh Asian cup, Shyong Tsun
Tang, fifth Asian cup, and Lu Te
Soo, holder of the third and
fourth Asian cups.
Admission to the event, ASC
and Ellensburg Ping· Pong Club
sponsored, is 25 cents per
person.

Reg. 44c

This week's special valid only on
November 6, 7,.and 8th

At The

DRIVE

IN

1
J ust Across the Campus on 8th

ELLEGANT HAIR STYLES
in

100% Kaneko/on
Moderately Price�

s9.99 to .sl 9.99

DOWNTOWN

•

Twenty-four vital issues

Crier endorses 'crucial' four

one of_ the most turbulent eras in the state's
history.

The election of any politician isn't something
to be taken lightly, but the ele�tion of a few
often seems more crucial.
Among the Democrats and Republicans
seeking election Tuesday are four men whom
the Crier believes could restore the kind of
beliefs, hopes and principles that appear to have
been forgotten by most politici�ns.
I
If government is to be returned tO the people,
the Crier urges ,1 students to likewise endorse
Sen. George McGovern, Gov. Dan Ev.�ns,
Congressman Mike McCormack and Frank
'
Brouillet.
The election oflthese four, we believe, �ill have
the �Qst impJct on the lives of all of us.

It is to his credit that Evans' administration

operated through this difficult period with a
balanced budget.
Congressman Mike McCormack� D:Tri-Citles
is another candidate who deserves re-election '.
A former chemist at Hanford, he has served
as chairman _of the House Energy Task Force
. and the Freshman Democrats.

·,

'
. We endorse Sen. McGovern in his bid for the

presidency because we agree with his stands on

McCormack,

·

the way and national defense, tax reform and

unemployment, civil rights and education.
We believe McGovern again can give America
a sense of direction and purpose, something long
since gone /from the highest levels of government..
He is a 1fan with true dedication to improving
the whole ,of America in equality, liberty and the
rights of common man. McGovern has the moral
and political leadership required for· the office.
An honest, determined leader, McGovern sees
the need for the redirection of this country's
values.
Gov. Dan Evans also receives our endorse
ment because he has eliminated the budget
deficit that existed when he took office from his
present campaign opponent Albert Rosellini.
During his past eight years as the state's chief
executive, the Republican governor has dealt
creditably with problems that have constituted
_

. who

defeated

former

congresswoman Catherine May Bedell in 1970,
has been a strong advocate of what he terms
"people legislation" including bills supporting
education, social security increases, water
pollution control and medical research.
Frank "Buster" Brouillet receives our
endorsement because we believe he is the best
qualified candidate for state superintendent of
public instruction and can do the most for
education in this state.
The non-partisan candidate holds a doctorate
of education from the University of Washington.
He has ·served as a teacher, coach, counselor,
school administrator and representative in the
legislature.

Brouillet will be a progressive and effective
leader who believes in creating "a learning
environment in which every student can be
secure, happy and productive."
While many voters have been led to believe
that campaign promises like courting promises
were never meant to be fulfilled, we don't.
We endorse these four candidates because we
have faith in them to fulfill their promises to the
people, as most of them have done in the past.
The leadership and past actions of these four
·deserve your endorsement too.

Shoreline protection urged
by Bill Irving
staff writer

On the Nov. 7 ballot there will be two
questions concerning shoreline protection. One
is whether the voters want any type of shoreline
protection plan and the other is the preference
of either Initiative 43 or Alternative Measure
43B.
If voters favor some type of shoreline plan and

)o pen government f
by Glenna Moulthrop
editor

Many voters won't open their wallets for a
campaign contribution, but all should support
Initiative 276--with a vote and a dollar or two.
This initiative promises more open govern
ment.
It's for those who are skeptical of politicians
and their allegiance to special interest groups to
which most of us don't belong.
Initiative 276 requires public disclosure of
campaign funds, where the money comes from,
who gets it and where it goes during both
primary and general elections.
I� would allow voters fo know which lobbyist
for what special - interest groups spend how
much to influence governmental decisions.
In addition, the initiative requires public
disclosure oJ potential conflicts of interest and
insures the availability of public records while
protecting individual privacy.
Don't confuse Initiative 276 with its shy
cousins, Referendums 24 and 25, which will
appear on the same ballot.
The referendums, prepared by state legis
lators, obviously were intended to confuse
voters.
While Referendum 24 deals with lobbyist
reporting and 25 with campaign disclosures,
both would fail to provide ,open government.
Like the present law, these so-called "reform
bills" wouldn't provide );be muscle needed to
reform the lax manner in which campaign and
lQbbyist expenditures are disclosed.
Initiative 276, however, demands more
extensiye disclosufes through stricter require
ments and penalties.
•

.

Unfortunately, this initiative may be lost in

the confusion· caused by the similar referendums
and because its proponents are operating in the
re�
.

Make an investment in QPen-support Init

iative 276 with a vote and a contribution.
Contact the Coalition for Open Government, 725
Central Building, Seattle,· 98104.

prefer 43 orer 43B, they must first vote
lnitiative 43 or Alternative 43B, then vote for
Initiative 43.
Even a citizen deciding against shoreline
protection can still indicate which of the two
proposals (43 or 43B) he feels is least
objectionable. If the public rejects both
shoreline plans, there. will not be any shoreline
planning or regulation law in this state.
Initiative 43 is the Washington Environ, mental Council's proposal and 43B is the state
legislature's hill which passed in 1971.
Alternative Measure 43B, "Shoreline Manage
ment Act of 1971," has been in effect since June,
1971. Initiative 43 is known as the "Shorelines
Protection Act."
As provided by the state constitution,
Alternative 43B must be submitted to the voters
at �his election as an alternative to the initiative.
Both the initiative and its alternative require
planning for shoreline areas and establish a
permit system to authorize developments along
the � J;Joth seek to control random
developtne�.
Both bflls prohibff-:oil drilling in Puget Sound
and impose restraints on clear-cutting timber
along the shorelines.
Bot� bills provide citizens the right to bring
class actions in damage suits.
Major differences between the existing 43B
and Initiative 43 are crucial to the preference of
_

·

An all time record of 24 state measures appear on the ballot next
week, each of which deal with substantive issues affecting the lives of
Washington residents.
Of that number, the Crier has chosen 12 to comment on in this
article and in guest editorials on this page. As we urge the passage or
defeat of these measures, we also urge voters to read and understand
all of them before entering the booth to make a decision.
Information on the ballot issues is available in a voter's pamphlet
published by the office of the secretary of state, and in this and past
editions of the Crier.
Initiative 258 on the · ballot, authorizing Greyhound dog racing in
certain cities, should be defeated. There are simply too many doubts
about the necessity for such an "industry" here.
Among the doubts that can be raised are those which question who
will supervise dog racing, how dog racing will affect other public
pastimes economically, and whether the initiative is actually in thP,
.
public interest.
Six bond issues, represented on the ballot
as Referendum Bills 26
through 31, should receive the overwhelming endorsement of every
.
voter.
Submitted to the legislature by e�ecutive request as the
"Washington Future program, the bond issues, if passed, would
provide sorely needed funding for waste disposal, water supply,
public recreation, health and social services, public transportation
and community college facilities.
These referendums offer Washington residents the opportunity to
move the state's economy forward as well as provide needed social
and environmental improvements.
An article by staff writer ·Sharon Merritt, on page 12 , �explains
these bond issues and other initiatives in more detail.
The Crier also recommends that voters indicate their preference
for Alternative Measure 40B of the ballot. This would continue the
law on litter control already in effect.
The other choice, Initiative 40, is too unwieldy and portends an
unreasonably arbitrary and bureaucratic
litter control progr am
for the state.

Alternative Measure 40B is viewed by its backers as better
legislation, and indeed, it is.
Senate Joint Resolution (SJR) 5 should be passed too. It would
repeal the present total prohibition against lotteries in favor of
legislation permitting lotteries under controlled circumstances.
This means that bingo and raffles could be legalized here, as weil as
a public benefit state lottery similar to those enjoyed in other states.
The amount of enjoyment that these harmless pastimes give to
religious, fraternal, civic and other groups cannot be measured, nor
should it be legislated against.
The approval of SJR 5 would prevent abuses of these activities and
return some sanity to legislation regarding the public pastimes people
have been enjoying for years.
Finally, the Crier urges that voters mark their ballots "yes" for the
approval of House· Joint Resolution 61, a proposed constitutional
amendment that would prevent the denial or abridgment of equal
rights and responsibilities under the law because of sex.
This equal rights amendment, if passed, would mean the state could
not pass or enforce laws which discriminate or confer special privilege
because of sex. It also would mean the legislature could enact laws to
, enforce the amendment.
What the amendment would provide is simple: an ex�ension of
human dignity. All of us, not just a few, would benefit by it.

Early dism issal advised
It's not too late to change the schedule to allow for an early
dismissal. Let's keep Central students out of the holiday casualty
count.
Thanksgiving holidays may not be a holiday for some.
Classes will continue throughout Wednesday, Nov. 22. Night
classes will not be canceled, nor will late afternoon classes.
The hazards of driving in holiday traffic, after dark, probably with
snow on mountain passes, are bad enough without 6,000 students
heading out of one town in a few hours span.
Some students will skip classes to leave early and avoid the rush
but many will fear falling behind in a class more than the holiday ,
drivers.
·

the initiative.

Initiative 43 provides for councils in direct
citizen participation for shoreline planning.
Alternative 43B leaves this function to local
government officials. Local government officials
often think in terms of real estate instead of the
best public interests or concern for the
shorelines.
Initiative 43 regulates developments within
500 feet of the high water line of all bodies of
water in the state and 43B allows only 200 feet
for lakes over 20 acres and rivers oi. 20 cubic feet
per second or more in mean annual flow.
Alternative 43B is more vague than 43 about
goals and regulations. It leaves many questions
up in the air about future decisions of the courts,
administrators and enforcement officers.
The Shorelines Protection Act consolidates
the
.
shoreline planning authority in the State
· Department of Ecology. This stop will eliminate
planning duplication and economic waste. The
current 43B planning is weak, interlapping and
often inefficient with its emphasis on local
governments.
People need to understand that Initiative 43
provides for commercial and industrial develop

ment as well as for recreation and conservation.

·
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Office, Ellensburg,. Washington 98926.
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Leffers to the editor

Young threat conviction
implications questioned
To the editor:
We are writing this letter to
show our concern ef an incident
which we feel has grave impli
cations to students' academic
freedom.
As you may have heard, Andre
Young was convicted of threat
ening to bomb a ·public building.
The vital question is not that
Andre was convicted in a court
but rather the reasons behind
the case coming to trial.
, That is to say, questions arose
at the trial as to the force of
incidents that ultimately led to
the conviction.
These questions were not fully
explored at the trial as they were
deemed irrelevant to the
question of law at hand.
"'Ne feel, however, that they
are relevant as they pertain to
the college community.
Andr-e, while a student, was
pressing for equal opportunity in
the· Staff Personnel office. It
could be reasonably implied from
the trial that his concern went

Opposition

unappreciated by the personnel
office.
Apparently the personnel
office was not willing to proceed
as rapidly in the direction of
reform as Andre had hoped. An
uneasy relationship developed as
a result.
It could be projected that with
Andre's presence eliminated,
pressure for reform in employ
ment policy would also be
eliminated.
Andre . was convicted for
saying something pertaining to
bombs and guns. It seems more
than likely that any such remark
was off-hand and was not
intended to be a call for action or
a ·reason for fear.
The question we must ask of
the personnel office, then is
whether charges were pressed to
alleviate a real fear or simply to
eliminate the presence of a
persistent gadfly.
Linda Gehri
Patty Ambrose
Charles S. French
Linda L. Schodt
·

to lnit. 261;

I iquor soles
To the editor:
With Nov. 7 just around the
corner, I would like to say a few
things about Initiative 261 which,
if passed, would take the state
out of the liquor business.
I am against this initiative
because I believe it would result
in high taxes for the already
overtaxed individuals of this
state.
As the system now stands the
state receives approximately $62
million annually in liquor taxes
and liquor profits. ($34.3 million
in liquor taxes and $27 .6 million
in liquor profits.)
However, the liquor tax
collections for 1972 will be
considerably greater, due to the
increase of the fluid ounce tax
from two cents to four cents.
This annual $27 .6 million
would be going from the state
coffer into the pockets of private
businessmen, if the initiative
passed.

Loss of the above revenue
would have to be replaced.
Some of the choices are: an
increase in the five per cent sales
tax, a property tax increase,
adoption of a state income tax, or
a higher tax rate on liquor.

A -higher tax on liquor would
raise the cosf per average pric.ed
fifth by $1.11, and Washington
already has the highest liquor
tax in the nation.
But no matter what course
would be chosen to make up the
lost liquor profits, it would mean
more taxes for everyone.
Proponents of this initiative
point to California as an oi>en
state and California's lower
prices as an example.
But what they don't tell you is
that California's prices are lower
because the�r taxes on liquor. are
lower.

The Campus Crier, Friday,
Oct. 27, reports that Edward Cox,
when asked about the bombing of
North Vietnam, res po n d e d :
"When you talk about death in
the skies you should also talk
North
Vietnamese
about
terrorism.''

This . is a strange answer
cominl! from someone who has
studied law. One wrong does not
right another wrong. America is
not a nation of gangsters who say
"Our opponents kill 100. We will

kill 1,000.''

As a nation Americans have
bound themselves by certain
ethical principles and ideals and
they cannot evade the fund
amental question of atrocity by
merely p�inting an accusing
finger at North Vietnamese.
Apart from that; does it
require any special imagination
to know what horror and des
truc�ion is unleashed by six

million tons of bombs when
dropped on a small territory
indiscriminately even by the
"good Americans"?
Far. more pertinent to the
pre-election times is· the recent
flurry of Kissinger's trips to
Paris and the vague rumors that
a peace settlement is around the
corner.
One may ask: How is it that
within two and a half years, Mr.
Nixon could achieve a settlement
with China, an arch enemy of the
U.S. since 1949, when no proper
machinery of negotiations had

existed and without worrying
about what the U.S. ally, Chiang

Kai Shek, had to say about
Mr. Nixon accepting Communist
China's full claim to Taiwan?
And yet, the same Mr. Nixon,
equipped with a negotiating
machinery already in operation
in Paris when he became
President, could not bring about

a negotiated settlement of the

Chairman .charges 'lie'
To the editor:
Re:
Joel Connelly's letter
printed Oct. 27 in the Crier.
As I told you (Connelly) over
the phone, and it is obvious that I
must repeat myself:
1) I did not give my 100 per
cent approval for any advertising
. to go out on any one ·candidate
that was not confirmed .. This
includes not' only Mr. Nimoy, but
also Ed Cox.
2) The Campus Crier dated
10/27/72 made note of the fact
that these two speakers were
tentative.
3) As you stated in your letter,
he (Nimoy) was to visit the
Northwest during the Oct. 20-22
span. You not I decided he would
not be in Washington on the
20th, the date we had set as
tentative. Any five year old could
have told you that Oct. 21 was a
Saturday, but obviously you
'
needed me to tell you that.
4) As I continuously stated, I
was Curbstone chairman, (Curb
stone being a non-partisan
speakers .forum,) and have no
connection with any "political
union."
5) The confusion that is
generated out of McGovern State
Headquarters is - quite obvious

with continual contradictio ns

being produced.
And last, but not least, your

sweet little innuendo insinuating

a connection between myself and
the Committee to Re-Elect the
President - I have absolutely no
connection what-so-ever with
that committee.
But I do h·ave a deep concern
for honesty and when it comes to
out-right lies about me, I find
rn.yself wondering if it's just you
(Joel Connelly) or the entire
McGovern campaign that is
being untrue.
As of today I have decided to
vote for and actively campaign-

Indochina war even towards the
.end of his first term.
Since the agreement with
North Vietnam is supposed to
have been reached in substance,
why way it not signad on Oct. 8
and why is it being C..;layed?
The real answer is that the
prospect of a settlement is
simply being dangled before the
American voters on the eve of
the election.
The cause of skepticism arises
from the Nixon Administration's
refusal to withdraw 49,000
American troops and over 500
fighters and bombers stationed
in
Thailand's
expanding
American bases. The Pentagon is
actually both speeding up and
stepping up arms shipments to
South Vietnam.
Are the American people
prepared for another Vietnam in
Thailand?
That is why McGovern's plan,
which calls for honorable with
drawal of American troops from
the dangerous quagmires of
Indochina and Thailand after the
release of the American POW's
and the full accounting of the
MIA's, is a plan better .calculated
to guarantee peace to the
American people than the vague,
tantalizing talks about the peace
settlement being around the
corner.
It is not George McGovern
who is likely to be a casualty of
peace in Indo china as "News
week" so pompously claims. It is
the peace in Indochina that
threatens to be a casualty of
election politics.

Tom Vierling

WHY PAY MORE?
•Snow Tires .

$2795

Per P a i r

I nc l ud i ng Exc i s e Tax. N O TRADE REQUI RED

•Studding

Pea·ce settlement 'vague rumor'
To the editor :

If Washington had California's
low taxes on liquor, liquor in
Washington would sell for less
than it presently does in Calif. ornia. For example, Cutty Sark,
which sells for $8.65 in Wash- ·
ington, sell for $7 .98 in Calif
ornia. With California's tax the
Washington price would be
$7.27.
What the initiative will do is
change the proprietorship of the
liquor stores and redirect the
profits from the state tax coffers
to the pockets of private bus
inessmen. And by having private
operators distrubuting liquor,
liquor taxes would be at least as
high as they are now, and the
price per fifth would be higher.
Vote against higher taxes.
Vote against Initiative 261.

0

$4 95

Per T i r e

• New Tires Start At Just

2 1Fo r $45 °0

I nc l u d i n g Exci se Ta x

• Radial Snow Tires--All
Sizes Available At

DISCOUNT Prices!
...

-

We Do·What No
·One Else Dares--We
Guarantee The Best
Deal Anywhere

·

Come in and
see Darrel

or

Denny

Today. The

Savings Will

Be Worth

Your Time.

Dr. Usha Mahajani
Professor of Political Science,
Specialist in Southeast
Asian Affairs

for President Nixon.

Brent L. Beckstead
Over

100

styles to choose from

Prices sta�t at

$13.50

4 Day Delivery on
Soundcrest Weddings

8th & Main

412 N.
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· Parking on
·Alder is in
effect now

Movie exhibits future·

Citizen THX 1138 is -induced

by Kipy Poyser
staff writer

by his Eve, LUH 3417, not to

This week's ASC film fare is . take the daily drug ration. He
"THX 1 138", a science fictior. conceives an amorous regard for
vision of a grim future.
LUH, but the consummation of
Director George Lucas expan such passion is a heinous offense.
ded the Warner Bros. release
Both are apprehended, LUH is
from a prize-winning experi .destroyed, and THX is im
mental short he made while still : prisoned in a limbo of white fog.
a student at the University of
THX escapes with the aid of a
Southern California.
h o l o g r a m - c o m e - t o - l i fe . H e
Lucas creates a 25th century destroys a number of mechanical
world whose inhabitants are as policemen, devastates a high
shorn of love and emotion as speed police car, and finally
their heads are shorn of hair. eludes his pursuers when the
They are kept complacent and computer-programmed budget
industrious through the inges for his capture runs out.
tion of state-supplied drugs.
"THX 1 138" retains the flavor
An ironic twist is that the of an experimental film. It seems
police of the future consider it an to be made of dream-sequences,
offense not to take drugs.
and overall follows only the logic
of nightmare.
The subtly frightening opening
scene was not developed, but
Pa tro n i ze
. would probably be unbearable if
it were.
C ri e r
The film is not quite the caliber
of "2001," but a chance to see the
1tJ dve rtis e rs
hologram dancers is worth the 75
cent admission.

The new plan of alternate side
parking involving four city
streets including Alder from 8th
Street to 18th Street, is now in
effect.

·

By last Tuesday 30 people who
couldn't read or just chose to
ignore the posted warning signs

had had their cars ticketed.
·

·

The grace period of a week

allow ed by the Ellensburg police

ended Monday morning.

The special period was given
so people who park along those
streets would have a chance to
become accustomed to the new
situation.
Signs on the east side of Alder
state no parking on Mondays,
Wednesdays or Fridays from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. Signs on the west
side designate no parkjng- on

I

I

Thursdays

· Tuesdays,

or

Saturdays during the same time
period.
·

This new program was
initiated to aid street cleaning at
the present time and · when
wint.er hits to make snow
removal operations easier and
faster.
·

Students ·who use Alder as a
parking lot must remember to
obey the signs and park as
designated.

Come to this Christian Science Lecture _

"TODAY'S SEARCH FOR SURVIVAL"
by Florance Southwell of Miami, Florida

STREET
ALDER
PARKING--The aim

NO

of the
new city ordinance that
provides parking on alternate
sides of the street every other

Hebler Schoo l Aud i tod um
Monday, Nov 6, 8 : 00 PM

day is to allow snow removal
and street sweeping while still
providing students with some
parking. (Photo by Jones )

Failure to do so means a ticket
as of now, but the city has the
option of towing away and
impounding vehicles which are in
violation.

(JERROL'S BOOK
SALE THAT IS!)

1. THE HUMAN ZOO. By 14. FIRST FAMMILIES : The
Making of an American
Desmond Morris,
Pub. at $6.95
Sale 1.00 Aristr ocracy. B y Na thaniel
2. INDIAN TEMPLES AND Burt.
Sale 3.98
PALACES . By M. Edwardes. Pub. at $10.00
Sale 1.00 15. IN THE PRESENCE OF
Pub. at $3.95
3. AMBASSADOR'S JOURNAL. DEATH - Antonio Ordonez. By
Shay Oag.
By John Kenneth Galbraith.
Sale 3.98
Sale 1.00 Pub. at $15.00
Pub. at $10.00
16.
THE
EARTH
& ITS
4. THE BODY HAS A HEAD. By
·
SATELLITE . Ed. by J. Guest.
Gustav Eckstein.
.sale 3.98
Pub. at $15.00
Sale 1.00
Pub. at $12.50
l7. CASANOVA . By John
5. THE E MERGE N CE OF
Masters.
MAN. By John E . Pfeiffer.
Sale 2.98
Pub. at $15.00
Pub. at $10.00
Sale 1.98
18. SIMENON'S PARIS . B y
6. A WORLD FULL OF
Georges Simenon.
ANIMALS. By John Hunt.
Pub. at $12.50
Sale 2.98
Sale 2.98
Pub. at $6.95
19. ZELDA - A Biography. By
7. THE PROCESSION OF
Nancy Milford.
LIFE . By A.S. Romer.
Sale 2.98
Pub. at $10.00
Pub. at $12.50
Sale 2.98
20. MYTHOLOGY OF THE
8 . EUROPEAN MILITARY AMERICAS. By C. Burland.
UNIFORMS. By P . Martin.
Pub. at $9.95
Sale 5.98
Sale 2.98
Pub. at $7.95
9. BRIDGES - A Pictorial1 21. THE AUDUBON FOLIO :
Great B ird Paintings. B y
History. By D. Beckett.
George Dock, Jr.
Pub. at $3.95
Sale 1 .00
Sale 10.98
Pub. at $25.00
10. SEXUA L LIF E IN AN
OPE. By
22.
PALACES
OF
EUR
CIENT ROME . By 0 . Kiefer.
W. Dynes.
Special Import 2.98
Sale 1.00
11. THE KINGDOM AND THE Pub. at $3.95
R
Talese.
23.
COSIMA
WAGNER
: Ex
Gay
By
.
POWE
Sale 1.98 traordinary Daughter of Franz
Pub. at $10.00
12.
S E CRET
SIGN Liszt.
Sale 1.98
LANGUAGES :
The
Sign Pub. at $7.50
Language of the Mysteries. By 24. EDWARD LEAR. By V.
Noakes.
J.S.M. Ward.
Sale 2.98 .
Pub. at $10.00
Sale 3.98 Pub. at $8.95
13. ETERNAL QUEST : The 25. FRENCH DRAWINGS : 15th
Story of the Great . Naturalists. Century Through Gericault. By
By Alexander B . Adams.
J. Vallery-Radot.
Sale 3.98 Pub. at $5.95
Pub. at $10. 95

Sale 1.98

EN
26.
Illustrated
CYCLOPEDIA OF ANCIENT
GREEK CIVILIZATION.
Sale 5.98
Pub. at $15.00
27. OUR NATURAL WORLD.
Ed. by Hal Borland.
. Sale 2.98
Pub. at $10.00
28. GUN-DIGEST : 1971 Silver
Anniversary Deluxe Edition.
Ed. John T. Amber.
Sale 1.00
Pub. at $6.95
29. THE KOREAN COOK
BOOK. By J udy Hyun.
Pub. at $4.95
·
Sale 1.00
30. NE GRO ART . By D .
Olderogge.
Pub. at $7.95
Sale 3.98
INMcKAY
THE
31.
TERNATIONAL
ENCYCLOPEDIA.
Sale 5.98
Pub. at $12.95
32. THE BIOLOGICAL TIME
BOMB.
Sale 1.00
Pub. at $7.95
33. An Illustrated CULTURAL
HISTORY OF ENGLAND. By
F .E . Halliday.
Pub. at $8.95
Sale 4.98
34. 5000 Years of the ART OF
INDIA. By M. Bussagli & G.
Sivaramamurti.
Sale 14.98
Pub. at $25.00
35. PORTRAITS AND PER
SONALITIES : An Introduction
to the World's Great Art. By L .
Kamz and 0 . Riley.
Sale 2.98
Pub. at $7.50
.

THE
36.
HISTORY
OF
BRITISH ARMY. Ed. by Peter
Young & J .P. Lawford.
Sale 7.98
Pub. at $15.00

47. THE FREUDIAN LEFT :
Wilhelm Reich, Geza Roheim,
I 37.
THE ELEGANT AUC- ' Herbert Marcuse. By Paul A.
Robinson.
TION E E R S .
By
Wesley
Pub. at $5.95
Sale 1.98
Towner.
Pub. at $10.00
Sale 2.98 48. HE�RY MOORE . By Ionel
38. WE DGWOOD. By Wolf Jianou.
Pub. at $15.00
Sale 3.98
Mankowitz.
Pub. at $35.00
Sale 7.98 49. THE SCULPTURE OF
PICASSO. By Roland Penrose.
39. RE MBRANDT IN AM
Sale 5.98
Pub. at $15.00
STERDAM. By R. Fuchs.
E OF
50.
LAROUSSE
SCIENC
Sale 1.98
Pub. at $9.50
LIFE : A Study of Biology-Sex,
40. THE ORIGIN OF LIFE . By
Genetics, Heredity & Evolution.
J .D. Bernal.
By Jean Rostand & Andree
Pub. at $12.50
Sale 2.98
Tetry.
41. OUR VIOLENT PAST: An Special Import $9.98
American Chronicle. By Irving
51. GREAT WESTERN SHORT
J. Sloan.
STORIES. Ed. by J. Golden
Sale 1.98
Pub. at $6.95
Taylor.
42. BAROQUE CHURCHES. By Pub. at $.H.50
Sale 2.98
P. & C. Cannon-Brookes.
52.
HAIL
TO
THE
CHIEFS
: My
Pub. at $3.95
Sale 1.00
Life & Times With Six
43. ABBEYS OF EUROPE . By
Presidents. By Ruth Mon
I. Richards.
tgomery
Pub. at $3.95
Sale 1.00
Pub. at $6.95
Sale 1.00
44. A LONG ROW OF CAN
53. WEBSTER UNIVERSAL
DLES : Memoirs & Diaries 1934DICTIONARY. Ed. by Eric
1954. By C .L. Sulzberger.
Partridge & H.C. Wild
Sale 1.00
· Pub. at $12.50
Sale 10.98
Pub. at $29.50
45. INVENTORY. By Michel
54. THE PROMISE OF SPACE.
Butor
Sale 1.00 By Arthur C. Clark
Pub. at $7.95
Sale 1.00
Pub. at $8.95
46.
I NTRODUCTORY
MATHEMATICS. By Seymour 55. AN UNFINISHED WOMAN.
By Lillian Hellman
Hayden.
Sale 1.98 Pub. at $7.50
Sale 1.00
Pub. at $9.50
_

UllllJ e r r o l ' s
BOOKSTORE
1 1 1111111
1 1 1 East Ith

925-985 1

a section of the Student Hand
book prohibited restrictions on
club membership. ·
Under WAC 106-120-918
organizations, article four, the
Student Handbook reads, "This
association (ASC) does not
recognize any organization which
The Women's Liberation of practices discrimination against
by Paddy Cottrell
Ellensburg had recently dis race, creed, color, religion, sex or
news editor
Many campus clubs will soon tributed handouts rebutting a national origin. "
The recreation director
be notified they have until Dec. 1 summer Crier editorial that
to eliminate discriminatory criticized their discriminatory explained clubs th at do not
revise their constitutions by the
clauses from their constitutions practices . .
Grade points, race, sex, Dec. 1 deadline will be denied
or face suspension of their
academic major and class official club status and with that
campus club status.
According to Gerry Hover, standing are among the qual the rent-free access to SUB
director of recreation and social ifications that may no longer be meeting rooms.
"I don't think this will present
activities, clubs will no longer be required for membership in
much of a problem for most
allowed to exclude people on any campus clubs.
"My decision is not based on a clubs," stated Hover. Clubs will
basis.
Hover has already suspended new policy, but rather on the still be able to promote their own
the meeting privileges of the enforcement of a standing policy special interests, he said, but the
women's liberation group of non-discrimination," stated voting membership will have to
remain open to everyone.
because of what he terms their Hover.
As an example the club
After consulting with the
"glaring discriminatory prac
tices" in not allowing men to assistant attorney general at supervisor cited the Veteran's
Central, Hover determined that .Club. A section of their consti
attend their meetings.
tution requiring members be
"veterans seperated under hon
orable conditions from the
Armed Forces" would have to be
eliminated.
Hover stated the club would

Clubs must allow
no discrimination

E nzyme isol ation study

may hel p identify tumors
Certain common chemical
materials, · such as caffeine in
coffee, profoundly inhibit the
activity of a body enzyme
believed to be associated with
cellular growth, according to
research continuing at Central.
Dr. John Meany, associate
professor of chemistry, has been
working with an enzyme called
xanthine oxidase.
Apparently this protein
substance has a controlling effect
on nucleic acid synthesis and the
growth of body cells.
Dr. Meany, with assistance
from graduate students Porn
Israngkun, Pat Goodman and
Dunane Gregory, has devised a
new method of isolating the
enzyme.
"There is a substance called
folic acid which is very important
in growth Of cells," Dr. Meany
said. He has found that the
demand for this substance is
much greater in cancer cells.

producing materials and aid in
treatment of tumor-prone cells.
"We now wish to direct our
research toward anti-felates,
which have been used in treat
ment of leukemia, and to see if
these substances possibly
protect the xanthine oxidase, "
Dr. Meany said.
Dr. Meany hopes to gain funds
from the National Science
Foundation and the National
Institute of Health to aid his
research.

Hover
have to be open to anyone
interested in promoting the
intents and purposes of the
Veteran's Club.
Minority race groups that
prohibit other races from
attending or being a member of
their club, and groups thht
require a special vote of the club
to admit a non-member will have
to change their constitution also,
said Hover.
The alternative for clubs that
wish to continue closed member
ship is to become a private club
and rent the college facilities if

they wish to continue to meet on
campus.
S c h e d u l i n g C o - or d i n at o r
Elaine Wright stated rent o n the
SUB meeting rooms for private
organizations runs from $7 to $15
plus a $5 clean up charge.
Hover said the whole issue was
brought to his attention by a
women's liberation leaflet that
rebutted an Aug. 10 Crier
editorial.
In the leaflet the group stated
they have "voted by an over
whelming majority everytime
the question has come up not to
invite men to our meetings and
discourage their interest in
coming.''
In response, Hover suspended
the women's liberation's right to
rent-free use of SUB meeting
rooms until they contact him.
Marlene Hansen, a member of
women's liberation, commented
Wednesday she wondered why
her group was not allowed to
discriminate · while var sity
athletics was.
She said the group would
"obviously respond" but could
not comment any further until
the group could hold another
meeting.

PIZZA <MIA &-'

CJ'he 5th Quarter
CELEBRATES IT'S 1 0TH ANNIVERSA RY
NOVEMBER 1 8TH
Watch For Our Specials

GUYS-THE INSEAM

Has something for that "Specia l Girl"
you are planning to take home to mother!

The researchers said evidence
shows that treatment of tumor
bearing mice with concentrates
of the enzyme causes retardation
of the tumor growth and,
conversely, levels of the enzyme
are lower in certain tumor cells
than in normal cells.
In the research to date, they
have found that folic acid greatly
inhibits the proper functioning of
xanthine oxidase.
Dr. Meany is hopeful the
research may help with identif
ication of potential tumor-

\
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by Phil Smithson
staff writer

Last Monday, the Crier was
informed of a decision reached by
Dr. James Brooks, the college
president, concerning the
funding of the pre-season train
ing of Central's football team.
In a letter written on Oct. 16
Dr. Brooks stated that although
a legal opinion questioning the
legality of using state funds for
this purpose was issued by Steve
Mila n ,

assistant

attorney

general, late in September, the
advice came after the college had
already committed itself to pay
the bills.
For over 16 years, Central has
been using ASC funds alotted to
the athletic department to pay
for the food and housing of the

NOW

.

Services Phoned Adrian ·:Bink;'
.
Beamer, drrector of athletics, to
ask him to what fund the bills
football team during their sum should be charged.
The accountant making the call
mer training in September.
The players have been housed told the Crier this was normal
procedure to allow Beamer to
and fed on campus.
Past receipts show that in 1969 have a week to look over the bill.
This reporter was present
and 1970, the cost for this was
about $3,000 each year. Last year when the call was made.
stated
accountant
The
and this year, it rose to $5,000.
Employees of the college who Beamer's exact words were
handle this matter stated that "charge it to ASC football" and
there has never been any the basic budget numbers were
question raised concerning the given to verify it.
Widner, who received the
issue and that all two and four
original
memo from Milam in late
year state colleges do this.
This year in spite of the memo · September, stated he had sent a
issued by Milam to Joint Student copy of it to Beamer immediat
Fees Accountant Dale Widner, ely. This was approximately two
and the business office in weeks prior to the phone call.
Beamer denied ever receiving
Mitchell Hall, . which advised
any
memo on the subject, and
against payment of this bill by
ASC, it was apparently following further claimed the practice
should be legitimate because all
the same procedure.
other small colleges had been

at BROTH ERTON ' S
305 Pine St.

D ESKS & CH ESTS
·of handsome Ponderosa Pine

DESK

7 Drawer desk
unfin ished
natura l wood
$39.95

Thing to d o

•

•

CHESTS

•

VOTE OOKA
COUNTY
COMMISSIONER
DISTRICT 1

doing it for years.

The bills then went to the
business office at Mitchell Hall,
and were suddenly held, due to
word that the matter was to be
considered by the administra
tion.
When Milam was asked about
the legality of this funding, he
refused to either show the memo
or give a legal opinion on the
matt�r to the Crier, claiming the
memo was privileged informa
tion between attorney and client,
and that he was not free to give

3 Drawer
1 5 x26�x28
$ 1 5 .95 -

Student journalists from the
state's six colleges met . at
Central last weekend and formed
a state college newspaper organ
ization, thought to be the first of
its kind in Washington .
The group, known temporarily
as the Washington State College
Newspaper Association

5 Drawer

unfinished
$24.95

00
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e&reakfast

•

Sandwiches

•

Steaks

•

Seafood

Served Anytime Of The Day Or Night

00

He suggested bringing it u p at
the next board of trustees
meeting. His busy speaking
schedule ended any further
questioning.
The 'administration would not
release the memo, stating that it
should come from Milam, while
Milam stated that only the
_administration was free to
release it.
Thus, as of today, no legal
opinion has been obtained by the
Crier.
The final result is that the only
official word on the matter is the
leter from Dr. Brooks, in which
the legality of using state funds
for pre-season football training
was only hinted at.
·

His only "further explanation"

was that "a change of policy
regarding this matter should be
effected at the same time in all
two and four year public colleges
and univesities in this state."
One suspects that if sin is
prevalent enough, it ceases to be
sin.

(WSCNA), ' adopted six broad
goals to govern its operations.
Those goals include working .

together

00

STU DENTS.
Payi ng Too Much For
Prescri pt i o ns?

00

.

Make your vote
cou nt .
Carl Ooka needs
your support.

Try Us For Better
Prices

00

OOKA

int

Jan Rooth, editor of the UW
Daily, was selected as the first
director of the group . Central
will provide an assistant to work
with her. ·

OOKA

CARL OOKA

mutual

newspapers
and
working
together to solve individual
newspapers' · problems where
possible.
In addition to Central, the
association represents the
University of Washington,
Western Washington State
College,
Evergreen State
College, Washington State
University, and Eastern Wash

OOKA

CARL OOKA

in

erests, keeping students infor
med about state issues by
cooperative reporting at the
legislature and working with the
Intercollegiate Political Affairs
Commission, working to improve

ington State College.

OOKA

CARL OOKA

.· Ana lysis

the journalis�1c quality of the

O P EN 24 H O U RS

CARL OOKA

legal advise to students because
he was employed by the college.
Slade Gorton, attorney general
for Washington State, stated
that he was told of the matt.er by
Milam.
Gorton stated also that he
could not give a legal opinion to
this reporter (a citizen of this
state) because the matter
concerned the same legal
question confronting the college.

College iournalists unite

4 drawer $29.95

The W I S E

The bills were sent to Auxiliary
Services in early October from
Holmes Dining Hall and Meisner
Hall, totaling $5,259.
One week later , A u xiliar y

We Guarantee ltl

Now Appearing In The ROAD RUNNER ROOM6 Nights A Week (Mon.-Sat. )

B RASS DOU B LES
The CROSSROADS RESTAURANT

(At S . Interchange)

... ... .....
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Differing views in; state . raC:es
by Paddy Cottrell
news editor

A wide variety of candidates
with differing views will offer
voters a number of distinct
choices in n ext Tuesday's
balloting, for the state's adminis
trative offices.
Governor

N apoleonic · pose
Chandler Faraone, who plays
the French ambassador in the
musical c omedy "Of Thee I
Sing", strikes a Napoleonic
pose as Kathlynn Emel who
plays Diana Devereaux looks
on. Two of the play's three

performances last week
received standing ovations.
The 1930's election . year
comedy continues tonight and
tommorrow at 8: 30 in Mc
Connell Auditorium. (Photo
by Cottrell)

'Surrogate ' candidate
speaks here for Dore

Gwynn Townes, a Seattle
attorney and the latest surrogate
candidate to arrive at Central
spoke to an audience of approx- imatley 25 students in the SUB
pit Wednesday at 11 a:m.
He represented Sen. Fred
Dore, the Democratic candidate
for the office of Attorney
General.
Dore's opponent in the Nov. 7
election is Republican incumbent
·Slade Gorton .
Townes said that Dore could
not appear because of a Seattle
press conference at 9:30 a.m. and
another in Spokane at 1 p.m.
Townes stated that Dore was
defending his statement in the
official candidates p�mphlet
which states "my record includes
winning 15 out of 16 cases before
the State Supreme Court."
Townes was a former hearing
examiner for the state in work
men's compensation cases. He
also made an unsuccessful bid for
Superior Court position . 18 in
Seattle.
According to Townes, Dore is
running for the office because he
feels Gorton has mishandled the
job.
Townes added that Dore . is
qualified because he has been in
the legislature since 1952, � was
active in writing bills that affect
the legal profession and won a
tax case at the Supreme Court
level. The case was against the
i;:>epartment of Revenue.
·

·

In ending his opening remarks
by stating "the office has
generally been handled · poorly,"
he cited the Alioto case as an
example, "The case could have
been more successful had it been
handled differently," he said.
A 15 minute -question and
answer period followed with
most of the questions centered
around Dore's campaign state
ments.

In response to a question
concerning Dore's claim of 16
appearances before the State
Supreme Court, . Townes replied
that this figure includes any help
he has given his firm in pre
senting a case.
When asked if Dore was
planning to eliminate any of the
state's assistant attorney
generals, Townes stated he could
not comment on any particular
number but said "we will have to
see how many people are
working efficiently." When a
student pursued the matter
further, Townes stated that this
was a "broad judgement on
Fred's part."
Concerning the Ralph Williams
case, Townes said the case was
handled extremely poorly
because the state lost $112,000 in
back taxes.

The major parties have
nominated D emocrat Albert
Rosellini and Republican Daniel
Evans for the state's highest
executive office.
Former Gov. Rosellini has
charged Evans with irrespon
sible spending and has vowed to
cut $100 million dollars from the
next biennium's budget by
cutting travel expenses and
phasing out state jobs as people
retire.
Gov. Evans has defended his
budget, stating the elimination of
state jobs would be bad for the
economy and that Washington
needs the money to provide the
services the people want.
Evans has proposed a tax
reform package that includes a
state income tax he says will
bring about a more equitable tax
structure in the state. Rosellini
has opposed Evans' · idea because
he believes the voters will not
approve anything to do with taxes
in the near future.
Rosellini 'favors
capitai
punishmeut while Evans has a
long standing opposition to the ·
issue.
Evans has supported Refer
endum Bills 26-31, generally
called the Washington Futures
Legislation, while Rosellini has
opposed them with the exception
of the bonds for community
college facilities.
Three other candidates will
also appear. on the ballot for the
state's highest executive office.
Vic Gould, from the Taxpayers
Party to Cut Taxes, is conducting
more or · less a one issue
campaign to cut taxes. He also
opposes mandatory bussing and
gun control.
,
Henry Killman' of the Socialist
Labor Party cites capitalism as
·

state is Ann Montague, a
Socialist Workers' candidate
who's views parallel those of the
gubernatorial candidate of the
same party, Robin _David.

Vari� ty offe red

the biggest contributor to
society's problems and advocates
"A new form of society in which
production and services are
carried on for the benefit of all
instead of the profit of a few."
Another gubernatorial
candidate, Robin David of the
Socialist Workers, supports the
anti-war movement, Indian
fishing rights, 100 per cent tax on
all incomes over $25,000 and no
tax on incomes less than $10,000,
four day-32 hour work week, and
equal rights for women, minor
ities, and homose�uals.
Lt. Governor

Democratic Lt. Gov. John
Ch·erberg will' be challenged for
his office by Republican Hal
Wolf, a member of the state
House of Representatives.
Cherberg is standing on his
record of fairness in presiding
over the Senate, while Wolf says,
if elected, he will make the office
a "launching post for problem
solving."

State treasurer

·

The state treasurer's race
between incumbent Democrat
the incumbent has not moved
the incumbent has not moved .
quickly enough toward reform,
while the challenger believes the
incumbent is standing · on a
record of providing innovative
leadership .
Brooks, the only black candi
date for a state administrative
office, is an advocate of comput
orized methods to update the
state treasurer's office.
State auditor

Thomas Bangasser, Republi
can candidate for state auditor is
another reform-minded challen
ger who will be facing incumbent
R. V. (Bob) Graham. Graham is
emphasizing independence in the
office in his bid for re-election.
Attorney general

In a race that has received
Secretary of State
, much publicity, Fred Dore will
In the secretary of state race, oppose the Republican incum
the incumbent Republican Lud bent Slade Gorton for the office
Kramer will be opposed by Clark of attorney general.,
County Auditor Don Bonker.
Gorton has listed the estab
Bonker has criticized Kramer lishment of a strong consumer
for putting his (Kramer's) name protection division as a major
on the front cover of the state's accomplishment of his office.
two election pamphlets, for Dore has criticized him for this
traveling too much and for stating consumer protection
dragging his feet on election could best be handled
by private
.
reform.
civil suits.
Bonker is proposing state-wide
Dore has also termed Gorton's
voter registration by post card prosecution of former attorney
and the use of coinputors to general, John J. O'Connell, "ill
economize and reform the advised," while
Gorton has
,
election process.
contended that O'Connell used
Kramer claims his office is the t!1e office "illegally and immor
only state agency that is spend ally" for his own financial gain.
ing less money than it did 10
Superintendent of public
years ago. Kramer believes the
instruction
introduction by his office of over
The superintendent of public
80 pieces of legislation related to instruction contest is a non
election reform has helped to partisan race between conserv
"open up the system" so that all ative James Moore and a more
· people in Washington will be able liberal Frank "Buster" Brouillet.
to vote.
Moore has suggested teachers
Also running for secretary of
(Continued on page U)

PIZZAWIA �

Cf'he 5th Quarter
GALLONS . TO GO $1 .50

· 1

Your College Master Associates ( L to R) Don C leman, Harley Brotherton,
Charlie Keith, and D.on Pearson

WE' VE MOVE D !

That's Right. College Master "The College Plan For The College Man and Woma�"
Has Moved . To A New Location. And We're Happy To Be Here! Visit Us Anytime.
We're Here To Serve rou .

..7�Q North Spragu e

FIDELITY LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

925-4 1 75
.

'
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Five running for
county commission

Slade Gorton:

b y Ed Sasser
staff writer

T
H

B

E

E

s

T

·

Attor ney . General

Money Can't Buy.

Remember Ralph Willia ms , the �upers l fck TV cor.
sa lesma n who tried to con the citizens of Was h i ngton

out of thei r ha rd-earned dol lars ? He is n 't here
anymore

·

Easily overshadowed by the
state and national issues, the
county election may seem
insignificant. While the issues
may seem to be far from exciting,
they deserve some careful
consideration.
Tuesday, two .positions will be
filled on the three-man county
commission.
Vying for position one are:
Ralph Charlton, Republican; Carl
Ooka, Democrat; and Don
Sorenson, a Democratic write-in
candidate.
Two Cle Elum · men, Andy
Bator, Democrat, and the
Republican incumbent, Roy
Lumaco, are. seeking position
two.
The issues include revenue
sharing, land reform, · zoning,
spending priorities and, of
course, taxes.
Charlton views an "equitable
tax that the state will accept" as
one of the pressing_ problems
currently facing the county. He
said he had worked on this with
various committees both here
and in Olympia, but that they
still "had a long way to go."
"It's good we have revenue
sharing as an alternative to other
forms of taxes"stated Charlton,
but "we don't know what the
strings attached will be."
He said he hoped the county
commissioners could handle the
money "thus lowering millage in
some areas and still increase
services."
As far as land reform or zoning
goes "the landowner should have
quite a bit to say about what's
done to his property," according
to Charlton.
He said he would favor "more
guidelines tlian directives" and
that setting a minimum acreage
on county land purchases could
be "shutting the .door"· on people
who want to live in the country.
According to Charlton, the
major developments should be
"out on the perimeters. I don't
want the better agricultural land
subdivided but it may be a
necessity because of higher
: taxes."
Charlton went on to say that
he would attempt to "get land
back onto the tax roles" to
increase county revenue.
Land has been going off the
roles due to the "continual
movement of land f!'om private
to public," he added.

a nd neither are fou r· other bus i nesses

who played the same k ind of game.
Remember ·A lioto-O'Connell ?

That case is sti l l in

the cou rts, but one th in.g is for dead sure ; you won 't

find a nother publ ic serva nt a rou nd th is state banking
a cool one-half m i l l ion dol la rs as. his own private fee
for a long, long time.
Remember Glen Turner's "Dare to Be Great", the
get-rich qu ick fra nch ise scheme aimed at people
who didn't know a ny better? It does n 't function
here anymore. Not on ly that, but the "owners"
to date have retu rned over

$;373,000

·

Charlton stated that he sees an
increase in private recreation
areas in the future due to the
lack of access to wilderness
areas.
He also said the county "needs
a fot of help in law enforcement"
and said he would favor spending
priorities which would afford
"some type of cooperation
between counties and cities."
"I'd like to see the college

drawn into the county--incorp
orate the people--make it more a
part of the community,"he
added.
Ooka stressed interaction and
communication between county,
state and. city governments--as
well as between commissioners
and their constituency--as a
means of resolving the county's
·

problems.

On the land reform issue he
claimed zoning_ "should be
acceptable to both (city dwellers
and farmers)." Adding, "the lack
of policy favors the land dev
eloper right now. ' '

Ooka objects t o the zoning of
single areas, such as the west
side, and said the county "needs
comprehensive zoning through
out the county before things get
ou� of proportion."

Taxes i�m p o rta nt
in county race
..

He went on to say that "some
of the revenue sharing funds will
be needed to update current·
facilities, particularly in the area.
of mental health, but taxes
should be reduced proportionately also."
Ooka stated he wants to get

away from "the tendency to
classify" and wants to unify the
com� unity. If you're strictly

playmg votes you're going to go
with the majority; that's not my
concept , ' ' he added.

"Save the county" is one of the

campaign slogans of Don
Sorenson who stressed the im
portance of knowing how to write
in a candidate.

Sorenson said that in order to
vote for him one must cross out
the name of the other Democrat
running for position -0ne and
write "Don Sorenson ( D)" above
the name and then check the
Democrat box.

Sorenson claimed he was
running because "a lot of people
feel they can't support the other
candidates" because "they are
both connected with real estate."
He sighted the League of Women
Voters' candidates' questionnaire
to substantiate his claim that
both of the other men were in
real estate.
He said he feels he offers an
alternative with his plan "not to
overdevelop" the county. "Let's
- be constru.ctive and conservative
about industrial planning," he
added.
A member of the ecology
committee of the Washington
State. Da�ymen's Association,
Sorenson declares that "agricul
tural farmers are their own
worst enemies. Do.we-want to be
known as agriculturists or as the
o·verdevelopers of Kittitas
County?"
"We have to plan Kittitas
·

,

( Continued on page 1 3 )

to their

victi ms - more than it cost to ru n the enti re
Consu mer Protection Djvision for one yea r.

· That's. what happens when

you

have a man of

conviction in the Attorney General's office.
WHO -WO N ? YOU DID.
Paid Pal. Adv. Slade Gorton Campaign Comm ittee,
Richard E. Wi l l iams, Chairman ,

1 101

Seattle Tower, Seattle, Wash.

98 101 .

Come to this Christian Science Lecture

"TODAY'S SEARCH FOR SURVIVAL''
by Florance Southwell of Miami, Florida
Hebler School Aud i tor i u m
Monday, N ov. 6 , 8:00 P M

·

Play mocks politics:
gets standing ovation
by Kipy Poyser
staff writer
There will be two more
performances, tonight and
tomorrow, of this fall's drama
department production, ''Of Thee
I Sing." The musical comedy is a
lampoon of election antics and
addle-brained politicians.

The play presents the foibles
and fortunes of one John P.
Wintergreen·, played by Ted
King, candidate for president on
a platform of love. It's not rated
"X," ye jaded veterans of
"Finishing School."
John's love transcends the
physical to penetrate the
celestial sphere of female
Americana - corn muffins,
dutiful wife and ' bountiful
motherhood.
A producer's note on the
program advises: " 'Of Thee I
Sing' was written in 1931, and
history has moved fast since
then. It is hoped the audience
will remember this." Sometimes
it was indeed hard to remember.

Topical humor dates fast and

too many flat jokes tend to
destroy whatever illusion a· play
might create. Flamboyant use of
alcohol' may have been funny
du.ring Prohibition, but today
such conspicuous consumption is
confined to high school students.

Sexual innuendo, to be
expected in a love campaign,
seemed quaint but provoked
scattered hilarity among the
Central playgoers.
The incompetent Vice Pre
sident Alexander Throttle
bottom might have been funnier
, if we hadn't been plagued with so
many grim ones of late.
One has to forget where he is
to appreciate the play. I tried to
imagine myself at Central 41
, years ago, but will concede that
conjuring the image of a high
school senior class play will serve
as well. Indeed, the latter illusion
might be more accurate.
A certain uneasiness mars
most high school productions.
and too piany of the Central

actors seemed to find their

presence on stage a peculiar
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Co le, O dm an in la nd com m is s io n er �a ce
( Continued from page 9 )
be required to sign loyalty oaths
and believes "control over school
policy belongs to school directors
not teacher associations."
He is running in part on a
platform of more basic education
and better student discipline.
Brouillet supports community
involvement in school district
programming and alternative
education programs.

sensation. Most were -manne
quins unless mobilized by a line
to speak, gazing blankly about or
idly scratching a knee.
Wintergreen's proposal speech
marked a turning point. It was an
enthusiastic parody of political
rhetoric, high!ighted by the
Land commissioner
mechanical responses of DeAnna
Democratic Land Commissio
Turner, playing John's beloved ner Bert Cole will be facing a
Mary. Two wrestlers, Mike former University of Washington
Nevills and Bill Cote, topped the tennis and karate coach, R.J.
scene with a bit of slapstick.
Kathlynn Emel's performance
as Diana Devereaux was unique;
she can sing. She played the
beauty contest siren jilted by
Wintergreen in favor of the corn
muffin queen Mary Turner.

(Big Bob) Odman, i n the Tuesday
election.

G.C. (Jim) Dunning will oppose

Cole supports multiple use of
natural resources and a common

insurance commissioner Karl
Herrmann, for that office.

Insurance commissioner

the

sense approach to environmental

incumbent

Democratic

Herrmann is standing on his
· past record of trying to protect
insuran�e policy holders by the
appointment of a public defender
and by "running the fast-buck
operators out of the state."

restraints. In his bid for re
election, he cites a 1969 award
for "Conservationist of the Year"
as one of his qualifications.

Odman is running on a
campaign theme of "Let's keep
Dunning believes "the present
Washington clean, let's keep over-regulation of the industry
:
Washington green and let's keep can only lead to complete gover
Washington on the business nment take over of private
beam."
business."

PIZZAGMIA �

'The 5th Quarter

Miss Emel's one mistake was
not finding a transfer student
from Georgia to coah her in
southern accents.

H A PPY HOU R 1 1 - ·2

Authenticity was achieved by
attention to detail. Shari
Pocrnich's costumes were
certainly period pie_ces, and
Director Richard Leinaweaver's
hair styles were painstakingly
done.
Someone even provided the
senators with a 1930's issue of
"Life."
Audiences love spectacle and
pageantry, so "Of Thee I Sing"
provided it in the · last scene.

(Sometimes longer) ( 1 2-2 Sund�y)

364 DAYS A YEAR
From Beginne r To M·a ste r,
Your C o l lege Bookstore H a s The
Chess Book For You .

Somewhat surprisingly, the play
received a standing ovation.

Se m i n a r offe red
On Saturday, the Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship and some·
concerned Christians will be
sponsoring a series of evangelism
seminars.
The seminars will be held from
9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. Lunch will be
provided. Those not bringing
lunch are asked to bring 50 cents.
Seminars will be held at the
Christian and Missionary
Alliance Church at 1st and Ruby
Streets.
For further information
contact Jeff at 925-3574.

1

• ••
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1 . Fischer vs Spassky-Chess match of the century
, by Grandmaster Svetozar Gligoric

,00

2. Complete book of chess strategems by Fred Reinfeld

3. Chess and ch�ckers-Way to Mastership_ by Ed Laskers,r

$1 50
s 1 &s

4. Chess Strategy And Tactics by Reinfeld and Cherner

Sl 75

5. Learning Chess Fast by Reshevsky and Reinfeld

6.

s22s

The Art of The Chec � mate by Kahn and Renaud
Also-C omplete Chess Sets From-
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. PROTECT YOUR BIKE INVESTME NT!
Your Bookstore Now Has 7 / 1 6" Shackle, Case
Harden ed, Tensile Strength 85,000 P.S. I. Locks With
5' Of Harden ed, High Carbon Steel Chain For
ONLY

Hou rs:
8: 30 - 4: 30
Mon . Fri,�
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Ballot issue form at com plicated

Editor's note: The following is the third of a three part series by staff
writer Sharon Merritt on the issues to appear on next week's ballot.
These are short profiles and are not intended to be ' a complete
synopsis. For further information contact the Political Affairs
Commission in the ASC office, the League of Women Voters or
telephone 1-800-562-6020, the toll-free voter information number.

regulations to carry out the act.
40B allows the
director to adopt rules and
regulations, but does not require
such adoption.
Initiative 40 provides for a
full-time "state ecology patrol"
while 40B permits the director of
the Department of Ecology to
designate employes to enforce
the act along with other law
enforcement personnel.
Initiative 40 would make
throwing litter from a vehicle a
moving violation, while 40B
makes no such distinction:
Initiative 40B makes failure to
Alternative

L itter con tro l
Initiatives 40 and 40B are
alternatives to the state's
growing litter control problems.
Initiative 40 was submitted to
the 1971 legislature, but rather
than approving the measure,
which they felt was too strong,

,
"" the legislators passed alternative

40B.

Voters will have the option to
vote for either Initiative 40 or

alternative 40B. Or they may
vote against both initiatives.
Then, no matter how they voted
before, they will have the chance

carry a litter bag in a vehicle a
misdemeanor.

Initiative 40 requires that
d e p a r t m e n t - d e s ig n e d l i t t e r
containers state the penalty for
littering and requires that these
containers have heavy lids.
Initiative 40B makes no such
requirement.
Initiative 40 would allocate not
more than $100,000 each year
for research, while 40B does not
state a limitation.
Initiative 40 would make loads
accidentally dropped on roads
subject to fine a�d requires that
such spills be cleaned up.
Initiative 40B makes those

to vo te for e ither initiative
separately·

The voter should read his

ballot carefully before voting .

responsible for accidentally
dropped loads subject to the cost
of clean up. But such a spill would
not be considered a misdem
eanor.
Both alternatives would 19wer
the minimum fine for littering
from $100 to $10.
Both provide for a statewide
antilitter symbol to be used in a
general public awareness

,

Initiative 40 would regulate all
public and private property; 40B
exempts private property from
the act.
Initiative 40 would require
standardized litter containers,
while 40B merely permits their
use.
Initiative 40 would require the
director of the Department of
Ecology to adopt rules and

They also feel that the tax is
unfair to many businesses
designated as those dealing with
products creating litter. Since no
distinction can be made between
products which last forever and
those which decay and return to
the earth, the opponents think
that designating some businesses
as creators of litter is unfair.

program.

Shore lin es
m a n ag,em en t

Both would assess those
industries whose products are

reasonably related to the litter

problem to pay the cost of
carrying out the act.
Those who favor both alter
natives claim that lowering the
fine for littering would make the
law more enforceable. They
believe that placing coordinating
authority in one state . agency

clearly fixed responsibility.

They support the idea that

money to carry out the act be
provided .by a new tax on items
which create litter. Funds from
o.ther projects would not be used.
Those who oppose both
alternatives believe that low
ering· the fine for littering is not
sufficient to discourage littering. ·
They claim that the real burden .
1of cost is still placed on "hard
pressed " local governments. ·
Responsibility for emptying the
litter barrels and disposing of the
refuse would rest with these
governments, yet they would
receive no funds from the litter
·

Initiative 43 was submitted to
the state legislature in 1970 by
the Washington Environmental
Council to solve the problem of
the increasing pressures for the
use of the state's shorelines.
The legislature enacted a
substitute measure known as the
Shoreline Management Act of
1970, which will appear on the
ballot as Initiative 43B.
The voter will have the
opportunity to decide whether he
favors any type of shoreline
management, then he will decide
which plan he favors.
The voter should read the
ballot instruction s carefully
before voting.
Both initiatives would create a
procedure to systematically
identify public interest in shore
lines.
Both -would extablish a mech
for future develo ment

and uses consistent with public
interest.
Both would preserve the
unique attributes of shorelines
for future generations.
Both would require permits for
any substantial development.
Neither initiative would
require a permit for development
costing less that $1-,000, if such
development does not materially
interfere with normal public use

'
of water or shorelines.

Neither would require a
permit for normal maintenance,
repair or construction of or
addition to a single family
residence.
Initiative 43 would regulate all
saltwater shorelines, lakes over
20 acres and reservoirs and
flowing streams excluding
artificial waterways, and all land
more than 500 feet from an
ordinary high tide mark and
associated with wetlands.
Initiative 43B would regulate
the same areas with the excep
tion of wetlands from ordinary
high water marks. This measure
would regulate only the area 200
feet from the high water mark
and associated wetlands.
Initiative 43B would focus
mainly on navigable waterways,
especially in the western part of
the state as opposed to the
complete coverage of shorelines
in Initiative 43.
(Continued on

page
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THE SUB- H UB ACTIVITIES
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W E E K L Y C A L E N D A R O F SU B EVEN 'rS - Vl l LD C A T S H O P S P E C I A
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Sp e c i a l Hours:
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�

�..

8

C a f e te r i a

A n d C a fete r i a Sp e c i a l s

W i ldcat Shop
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Mon .,
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1 1 - 6 _ th ru 1 1 - 1 2.
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-.Vote And Watch The
Election Returns
In The SUB--
Coffee and Donuts
1 0•
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?. M.

CAFETERIA
SPEC IAL

We'll Be Open ·

Monday, Nov. 6

GRILLED HOT DOG
And a
.
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__

'Reg. 1 9c

��

�'\ SHOP �

<f

Thursday,
Nov. 9

�
1 00 COUNT ENVELOPES
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Film's plot goes to pot
' 'Marij uana :

The

deadly

scourge that drags our children
into the quagmires of degrada
tion." Oh, really?
So reads a movie release on
the 1938 expose "Reefer- Mad
ness," a film about the evils of
smoking marijuana.
Made as a serious film, "Mad
ness" dramatizes the era when a
national movement under the
direction of Henry A nslinger in
the treasury department out
lawed the smoking of Cannabis.
Today it is a wildly humorous
statement about America. The
movie contends that marijuana is
"the burning weed with its roots
in hell."
"Reefer Madness" is the story
of how the marijuana "peddler"
lures innocent high school
students into the deadly trap of
becoming victim to the addictive
weed.

The story opens with Jack, the
peddler, hoping to add Bill and
Mary, two school sweethearts, to
his long list of student custo
mers, but has yet to succeed.
Bill and MaPy are described as
"a model young couple in every
way, excelling in studies and
sports." Jack has a foot in the
door, though, through set-ups in
the, Varsity Club.
Cooperating with Mary's kid
brother, both Mary and Bill
finally get hooked on the · stuff.
The movie then courses through
wild and sensual dancing, a hot
party "in full blast", a murder, a
suicide and a tragic accidental
death.
Showing s will be held Tuesday
and Wednesday at 7 and 9 p.m. in
the small
SUB ballroom .
Presented by ACLU, the cost is
$1 .

ECUMENICAL RETREAT
Friday evening, �ov. 1 7, thru Sunday Noon, .
Nov. 1 9.

'/ vant your blood '
Brian Detrick does his
Halloween trick in Muzzall
Hall's haunted house. Detrick

and approximately 10 cohorts
wanted to do something for the
children in Ellensburg so they

Jheme: "Communication And . Human
Sexuality''
Retreat Leader: Dr. Lyle Cornforth,

offered them a scary night, as
per tradition. ( Photo by
Jones )

Walla Walla
Fellowship

Commissioners stand on p a st record s
( Contin ued from page

·

10)

county more thorough than it is
now," Sorenson stated.
He went on to explain that
requiring the purchase of one
acre or more in housing develop
ments "doesn't mean anything"
and that in order to curtail urban
sprawl "we must put some teeth
into the zoning laws. We must
preserve the county as much as
possible," Sorenson added.
Bator, one of the two upper
county men seeking position two,
sees "trying to get a fair tax
structure and property evalua
tion" as the county's most urgent
problem.
He safd he favors "more
concentration on snow removal"
in the county's spending prior
ities.
Bator claims he is in favor of
revenue sharing but that "it
should be dependable." He added

that "if it were suddenly pulled
out" it would be detrimental.
He said that land trends in the
lower valley have the affect of
"forcing out the farmer." He
added that zoning reform was
also necessary in the upper
county, especially in the area of
"controls over building to protect
springs and creeks."
He views "care for the elderly"
as a priority in county spending.
According to the incumbent,
Lumaco, "the need for county
government to exist OJ! the local
level and not be regionalized" is
the most pressing problem facing
the county.
Lumaco said he would seek to
"strengthen local government
through strong representation;
to get involved with state and
federal governments to give
local-level tools to legislate so
they can meet their needs."

Cost:

•

•

•

Reflection

•

•

•

Recreation .

51 000 Includes Food & Lodging (Scholarships

Available )

He sees the necessity of
keeping spending within avail
able funds and states his prior
ities as: "equalize taxes, law
enforcement, planning lnd good
roads.

Place: Cowiche Retreat Center
Contact:

925-31 96

Center For Campus Ministry-

Senato rs MAGN U SO N a n d JAC K SO N say :

-' 'MIKE McCORMACK IS
DOING A GREAT JOB
IN CONGRES S. HIS FIRST
TERM HAS BEEN AN
OUTSTANDING SUCCESS ! "
We have a two - yea r investmen t i n o u r
Cong ressman, M I K E McCORMAC K .
O u r retu rn on that i nvestme nt has been .

N BofC has an easier way
to find the exact chang e.
Don't blow your cool rummaging for loose change.
With an NBofC checking account you can write a
check for the exact amount and be on your way. See
the NBofC office near you for a checking account to
fit your needs.

NAT IONAL BAN K OF COMMER CE

M E M BE R F,0.1.C.

•

NDotr
�\..J

INT EGR l.TY, D E DICATI ON
AN D . RESPON SIBLE
- REPRESENTATION.

Let' s keep M i ke working for us i n co n g ress

RE-ELECT Congressma n

MIKE McCORMACK
DEMOCRAT

ACCOU NTS I N S U R E D TO S20.000 EAC H D E POSITOR.

ELLENSBURG OFFI CE: 501 N . Pearl Street

P a i d Pol . Adv.

-

4_th DISTR ICT

Don Hunt, Cha i rma n , Box 9.U, R i ch l and, Wa . (509) 783•flM8

-

�

�

-

--

- -

-

--�---

- --
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Wome n's l ib learns self-defense

walking alone at night.
they hear a cry for help, but the
If it · is necessary to be out threat of fire probably will bring
alone at night, note your sur them to your aid.
Potential rapists beware!
Members of the Women's roundings and possible places to
Never enter a descending
Liberation group of Ellensburg, run. Check to see if you are being elevator if there is a lone man
under the tutelage of Darlene followed by crossing the street inside. He may push the base
Thomas, are conducting lessons and walking in the opposite ment button and trap you there.
direction.
in easy self-defense for wom:en
If he does try something, push
This way, you have time to . the emergency alarm.
who have not taken- such classes
run, or get ready to fight.
Home alone ·
previously.
When home alone, check all
Always carry objects that can
You do not . have to be a
member of Women's Lib to be used as weapons. Keys, rooms, closets, etc. Lock screens,
attend, but you must be a pencils, pens, combs, hat pins, or windows, and doors, and leave
perfumes, hair spray, or mace to several lights on. Hang a string
woman.
of bells or chimes on the door, so
It is a false belief that women
spray in his face.
are safe from attack in a city the
If you are not in a large city, it if you are in another room, you
isn't a wise idea to carry a gun or will know if someone is trying to
size of Ellensburg.
Two rapes and a number qf knife, unless you are skilled in get in.
It is a wise idea to select items
attacks have already been the use of the weapon; you are
rumored· this school term. One more apt to hurt yourself than in each room to use as possible
defense.
rape was reported to campus your attacker.
Avoid letting men you don't
If you are being followed, go to
security.
The following techniques used the nearest house with lights on. know well- into your home when
in the lessons are common sense Remember, you are not dropping you are alone, and always ask
ideas, and they are not lessons in in for a social call, so if no one repairmen and police for identifi
cation. If you aren't expecting
karate.
comes immediately, break in.
Prevention
If you find yourself in danger him, call his company or precinct
To avoid being attacked, don't in an apartment building, yell to check on him while he waits
put yourself in unsafe circum "fire" not "help". People tend to outside.
stances . If possible, avoid not want to get involved when
If someone comes to the door
at night, call out in a loud voice,
"Sit still, John. I'll get it.".
As a safeguard against
burglars, ask the police or a
locksmith to check how easy your
windows and doors are to open.
AT YOU R
KICK
Some women run into the
BOOKSTORE
Instructor Darlene Thomas
problem of obscene phone calls.
lets Joyce Schowalter practice
'.fhe best way to stifle these is to
one of the many self defense
buy a whistle and blow it loudly
that
were
techniques
into the phone. Mrs. · Thomas
demonstrated
at
last
w
eek 's
guarantees the caller won't call
back.
to poke him in the eyes.
Fighting back
In this situation; it is also
"You do not need to wipe him possible to use the "neck chop", a
out, just delay him," expressed simple karate-type chop to the
Mrs. Thomas. "Confidence is the side of his neck, or simply grab
most important thing to remem his hair pulling his head back in a
ber. Don't be afraid or panic. quick, hard jerk.
1
Always be aware of the situation,
To break a hold on your arm or
and be prepared for anything arms, twist them around to the
that may happen."
outside and jerk them loose.
If, for any reason, you have. to
If he has a strangle hold on
stand in one spot for a certafa you, or both· arms around you,
period of time (such as waiting raise your arms up, between his
for a bus), stand with feet apart arms, and outward. This will
and weight evenly distributed on force his arms away from you.
both feet. Have arms loose, bent
When attacked from behind,
at elbows; with hands about your feet and elbows are your
waist high in · front of you.
best defense until you can break
Learn to make a proper fist.
loose, or turn around to face him.
Never hit with knuckles or
Stomp on his feet, or kick him in
fingers straight out, or you may the shin or · knee.
break your hand. Hit with tightly
It is not a wise idea to try and
clenched fists between your
kick him in the groin, as he may
knuckles and the first joint in
grab your foot. Also, you
your· �ngers.
probably wouldn't be able to kick
We fee l good about
If he is facing you, take the that high.
palm of your hand to his chin or
If your hands are free, hit him
Lud Kramer ·i n O lym pi a
nose, snapping his head as far hard in the groin, or use your
back as possible. Or, take both elbows to hit him in the stomach
a n d we ' d l i ke to see
hands, palms inward, and clap or ribs. If done correctly and
h i m stay.
them as hard as you can on one or with enough force, you could
both of his ears. Do not hesitate break one, or several of his ribs.
by Kathy Degner
staff writer

_

·

- ER RORITE™

women's liberation meeting.
Mrs. Thomas cautions it is
often wiser to use a fist for a
blow of this type because a
foot may be grabbed easily.
(Photo by Chang P. Jay)

LUD KRAMER
CARES

Jerry Seamen
Sue Seeger
Rick Burgett
Violet Halbert
Emily Mikels
Scott Kalberener
Jeanie Hendricks
Steve Bollman
Patti Lanzon
Cash Marsh
Vicky Welch
Melea Updegrave
Mary Cahill
Lynne Rot-Ferguson
Laura Delorenzo
Jean Seymour
Bob Collins
Tom Dunn
Rob Leurich
Ken Hoctor
John Morrell
Susie Marr
Greg McKinnon
Gary Dizard
Patti Parson
Rick Peterson

John Collins
Kathy Meyer
Kay Kunkel
Terea Dickie
Terry Short
Shelley Pemberton
Mark Flinn
Daryl White
Ken Vanze
Dick Johnson
Chuck Gurr
Guy Estvold
-1 ...a rry Norton III
Patti Lochrie
Anji Darnell
Sue Larence
Theresa Yeager
Dan O'Leary
Jack DePalma
Carol Earthbomber
Jody Meshke
Debbie Hawley
Tracie Ingersoll
Betty Anderson
Karen Schumacher
Gale Stillings

Paid for by the Centra l Stu dent s to bri ng LUU back. Bren t
Beckstead, Cha i rm an .

In case he has a gun or knife;
wait for your chance. Don't try to
fight him off immediately. Wait
until he makes a mistake, then
use the defense techniques.

Men pick on women because

they

don ' t

expect

them

to

defend themselves. One of your
best defenses is the element of
surprise.
The attacker , may be so
shocked to find you standing in
front of him prepared to fight,
that he won't attack you. "Of
course," states Mrs. Thomas,
"there are other reasons why
men attack women !

"Don't wait around to see if
he's all right. Either run, or turn
around and finish him off."
Additional information is
available in the form of a
pamphlet, "Stop Rape,''' for 25

cents plus postage. Write to
Women's Liberation of Michigan,
Room 516, 2230' Witherall,
Detroit, Mich. 48201.
If you are interested in
attending a self-defense lesson,
or a Women's Liberation meet
ing, contact Darlene Thomas at
925-4832.

RALPH CHARLTON
FO�

COUNTY COMMISSIONER
DIST. 1

G.O.P.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE IS
AN INTEGRAL . PART OF KITTITAS COUNTY.
I ENCOURAGE Y O U R DIRECT PARTICIPATION
IN OUR COUNTY GOVERNMENT.
Pai d Po l i tical Ad . : Don Hay, Chai rman

·

U . S. Cong ress 4th District
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Bl':!�t:>t! �rificizes spending

HELP!

pohcy to avert a threatened
nationwide energy crisis.

1�'�'*''�'''�''n@t..K
,.,,,

His colleagues elected him the
chairman of the Freshman
Democratic Caucus where he has
worked for legislation in behalf of
education and agriculture.

Bledsoe supports our present
national leadership, particularly
President Nixon's handling of the
. Vietnam issue.
McCormack has voted to cut
off war spending, and' to end the
draft, although he does not
support the amnesty issu,e.
McCormack supported Sen.
Henry Jackson as the Demo
cratic candidate for President,
but when it became obvious that
Jackson was not a viable can
McCormack
Bledsoe
didate, he willingly threw his
by Sharon Merritt
support to George McGovern and of the House Taxation and
staff writer
has supported the McGovern/ Revenue Committee, says he has
worked hard· for t�e past 12
The major issue in the race for Shriver ticket ever since.
Both candidates have received years to reform the state's tax
U.S. Representative from the
Fourth · · · Congressional District wide support froJl! their parties. program in general, supporting,
Both have spoken for passage in particular, many measures
appears to be federal spending.
Stewart ("Stu") Bledsoe, the of the equal rights amendment that would benefit agricultural
Republican candidate and [HJR-61 ] and in opposition _of gun · interests.
Young, a Cle Elum business
Ellensburg rancher claims his control legislation.
In the race for State Rep man and native of Kittitas
opponent is a "big, liberal
spender" and that his own record resentat�ve, District 13, position County,· is critical of the "big
while serving as majority Jeader one, the issue is becoming one of - spenders" in state departments
in the Washington State Legis- qualifications since both men and believes in a complete
lature proves he can, and will, appear to support the same basic overhaul of the revenue depart
ment.
hold the line on increased federal issues.
He favors the Colorado plan of
Ross Young, Democrat, has
spending.
Bledsoe cites where Rep. Mike charged that S.E. (Sid) Flanagan, taxing agricultural land by
McCormack, Democrat, voted to the Republican incumbent, has productivity but opposes the
authorize over $14 million in hurt this dist:r:ict. He claims this open-space concept as being too
federal spending in a three district needs more agricultural restrictive.
Flanagan favors the openspace
representation and new ideas.
month period this . spring.
Flanagan, a farmer from concept, saying that without
McCormack does not openly
( Continued on page 17 )
respond to these charges, but Quincy and currently ch3:irman
relies on his record as a freshman
representative in Congress.

He is particularly proud of
Congressional passage of the
Social Security Bill (increasing
social security benefits by 20 per
cent), which he supported.
McCormack, as a member of
the House Public Works Com
mittee, voted for federal projects
to increase public works spend
ing on the local level as a means
of relieving Washington's
economic problems. For the same
reasons he supported the SST.
McCormack, as a freshman
Congressman, was appointed to
two major committees, the
Public Works Committee already
mentioned, and the Committee
on Science and Astronautics.
A former Hanford chemist, the
Tri-Citian is the only scientist in
Congress.
As a member of the latter
committee he was appointed
chairman of a House Task Force
on Energy and suggested the
formulation of a national energy

·

We

asha med of ou rse lves. H id 
i ng

ed ove r

3-00

suits & spo rt. .

a n ce

loc ation

ris;ht

next

to

on

Pea r l St.

Dea n ' s TV

AND WE DO N 'T I NTEN D TO
BR I NG THEM BA(:K!

CHECK THESE VALUES!

1 55°0

SUITS:

HO T EL , B R E A K FAST, D I N N E R $ 1 1 1 . 00

To: Dr. J . Wesley Crum
No. 7 Black Hall, CWSC
Ellensburg, Wash. 98926
a m interested in Christmas in Mazatlan. Please send
information and reservation form.

won 't he lp,

coats to a tem p ora ry c le a r 

MEXICO.

Telephones:
Dr. · crum
M rs. MacP herson
(509) . 963-1671
( 20 6 ) 623-095 0

o u r · heads

but you ca n ! We have m ov 

Have a Me rry C h r i stmas t h i s yea r i n the resort
city of MAZATLAN on the West Coast of

•

hiding . o u r head s

so badly overstocked we ' re

D ECEM BER 2 3-30, 1 9 7 2

-

are

bu t not ou r cl othes! We a re

CH R ISTMAS I N MAZATLA N

A i r Fa re

15

·

One group reg. $1 000 & s9 5 oo
One group reg. s 1 0000 to s 1 3 ()00

SPORTCOATS;
One group to s55 oo
One gro�p to $8000

Name
Address ---Telephone ------- No. �f Persons -----

s4710 &Sfi 770
s5710 ss7 10
TO

s2210
s3710

To
To

s3310
s53 10

IN ADDITION-We bought 60 brand
new double knit sportcoats from a
bankrupt stock. These coats sell in
0
fine stores everywhere for from 5 5
- 5°
to $6 500
WHILE THEY LAST

CORDUROY SPORTCOATS
/

"'

We have Regular· and Long Sizes: 3 6 to
46. Shorts in sizes 40, 42, 44. Due to the
extreme markdowns ._ a lterations are not
included. APPROVE D CREDIT ACCEPTED .
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Against wa rni�gs

Student goes withOut sl8ep
by Dave Larson

without sleep, the mind feels it
can go without also," said Dr.
Finding a way for man to live Wickerath.
each day of his' life without
Wickerath also stated that it is
feeling the need for sleep would especially the mind which needs
obviously be an earth-shattering sleep the most. The body� he
development.
says, can rest while asleep or
Sensational? May be yes, awake, yet the mind can only
maybe no.
rest while asleep.
feature editor

One

H alloween drawing
Oct. 31 proved to be a good day
to draw blood, according to
Red Cross officials who drew
189 points of 'blood from
Central donors, nearly 50 pints

Central

student,

Dave

over the quota for this
drawing. Reta Armberg holds
her arm up after Mrs. Si Aubin
has assisted her in donating
blood. (Photp by Jones )

only relax his body, saying
eventually even that will no

Wickerath said that last
Friday after reading the Record
article he contacted DuBois and
spent two hours that evening
trying to dissuade him froll].
continuing with the experiment.
"I asked him to stop or
postpone the experiment. He had
done no research into previous
studies of sleep and sleep dep
rivation so I told him to find out
what physiological changes take

L a ter da te
s e t for filing
.

·

.

With the .
money/you
save on our
clothes you
could take
Susa n out
tonight and
Irma tomorrow.

The filing has been open since
Oct. 16, with only three students
filing for the positions. The final
day for filing will now be Friday,
Nov. 9. The election will be held
Nov. 15.
The final approval for redis
tricting was granted, dividing
the college into 10 voting
districts, five on campus and five
off campus. This division will
only be applicable to school
ele.ctions. Information con
cerning the actual boundaries
can be obtained from the ASC
office.

.

,

After a week and a half of not
sleeping (he began on Oct. 23),
DuBois says he's still healthy and
that he has developed a proper
attitude to continue.
"My internal timing is right so
I don't think there will be any
precipitous actions from not
sleeping," said DuBois:
Speak\pg philosophically, Du

_

place and what dangers are
involved , " Dr. Wickerath
explained.
Wickerath stated that he was
not opposed to the experiment,
and that he would even be
interested in setting it up, but
only after properly controlled

Bois

stated

that

Asked why he wouldn't heed
Wickerath's warnings and sug
gestions, DuBois simply stated,
"I don't want to."
DuBois pointed out that he is
acting independently in his
"physics" experiment and that
the Health Center and physics '
department have nothing to do
with it.
'Tve always thought about
how much more time we would
have to enjoy life if we didn 't
need to sleep so much. For two
years I've toyed with the idea of
setting this thing u p , " said
DuBois.

He �ontends that.' unli�e mo�t
exper�ments, he is domg � Is
experiment to develop a sleepmg
.
theory whereas ?lost scientists
conduct an experiment to prove
or disprove an established
theory.
.

DuBois believes that sleeping

is unnatural for the ·body and
mind and that completely re
adjusting this " misadjusted
cycle," a person will no longer
need sleep.

Style show benefits fund
The Kittitas County Educa
tional Secretaries will present a
"Fashions From Margaret's"
style show Wednesday, Nov. 8,
at 8 p.m. in the SUB cafeteria.
All procee�s for the show will
go to the annual KCES scholar- ·
ship which is awarded each year
to a high school senior in Kittitas
valley.
Tickets for the show are on
sale at 75 cents each at

French Bread For Only

•

Margaret's in the Plaza, and the
following Central. locations: .
English Department; Language
and Litera ture 432 ; Business
and Purchasing Office in Mitchell
Hall; Academic Advisement
Center, SUB 105; the Scheduling
Center, SUB 106; and College
Information Office, Edison 106.
-

Mrs. Elaine Wright is chair
man of the program.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

HAPPY HOURS-5-6 �.M. Monday-Saturd ay

a s • ·. Pitchers

�

1 5 • Schoone rs

FREE POOL NOON-3 P.M.

Wremember the W is Silent.
..

THE PIZZA PLACE

Get your moneys wor�h at

( In The Plaza )

BERRrs DEPT. &TORE

FREE Delivery After 6
A

emotions

come in black or white so he had
to adjust his emotions so that
they were timed with black
emotions during the day arid
white emotions during the night.
"There are four states of mind
which I have developed as a
result of the experiment.
P�rceiving or knowing what's
happening, action or movement,
thinking or correlating the first
two, and emoting or adjusting
myself to the first three,"., said
DuBois.
The 25 year-old army veteran
from Alaska believes that
through such mental awareness
he is narrowing the gap between
conflicting emotions.
DuBois is intent on stressing
the fact that he now can live
through the rest of his life
without sleeping and that pre
liminary results of his exper
iment are a complete success.
"I feel like Columbus going to
America. This experiment will
last until I never hav� to sleep
again," said DuBois.
DuBois contends that if man
can develop his system so that he
needs no sleep, it would give him
much more time for enjoyable
activity.
However, Dr. Wickerath has
stated that sleep deprivation will
accelerate the aging process.

Luncheon .Special: Serving Delicious Spaghetti, Sq lad and

Wrangler Jeans 111
Mr. Wranglir Sportswear
..

Dave DuBois

conditions were established.

Last Tuesday , Harrison's
budget was submitted to the
committee and reveiwed.
In other business, the cheerleaders were funded $200- for the
school year. The money will be
used for costumes and transporOct. 24, but neither he nor his aid tation. ·
appeared at the meeting.
It was · noted by on� legislator
When various legislators were that this was the only club
.
asked why he had not submitted requesting
ASC money that had
his budget, the standard answer previously attempted to raise the
was a smile and - "personal needed funds themselves.
matters."
Money was earmarked for the
Harrison stated that other SPURS which will enable them
Their findings were to be
reported last Monday night.
business required his presence at to send a delegation of six
Berkins,
A S C the meeting and he felt it members to the regional SPURS '
Dywain
.
administrative vice_ president necessary to personally be there convention
· Walla
on Nov. lO m
was the last to submit his budget for the reviewal by the com Walla. The cost was estimated at
and justification for expend mittee.
$35
He further stated that another
itures. This was Tuesday, Oct.
Due. to a lack of student
23, well in advance of the Oct.20 meeting was to take place on
Thursday, but due to tests and participation, it was recomdeadline.
The ASC president was the late hour of the meeting, the mended and so ordered that the
scheduled to present his budget committee decided to cancel the date for candidate filing for
legislator positions be moved
to the committee on Tuesday, session .
back.
.

.

longer be necessary.

·

Budget discussi on shelved
At the ASC Legislature
meeting Monday night the ASC
finance committee recommen
dations concerni,pg budget cuts
were not completed due to the
unavailability of ASC President
Steve Harrison's budget.
The committee, formed by the
legislature on Oct. 16, was
charged with the task of re
viewing all ASC budgets and
recommending the cuts needed
to make up the $10,400 deficit
caused by the drop in enrollment.

DuBois contends that one must

DuBois, has taken such in
dependent action - to prove that
it's entirely possible. Even with
warnings from Dr. Kar 1
Wickerath, director of the Health
Center, DuBois continues his
experiment.
DuBois, first believing he
could stay awake for three weeks
(504 hours), says he now has
developed his system to such an
exte1't that sleep is no longer
necessary.
Acting on an article printed in
the Ellensburg Daily Record last
Friday, in which DuBois first
announced his attempt to break
the world record for being
awake, the Crier began checking
out the consequences of sleep
deprivation to the human body.
"The longer the body goes

925.- 9948
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an income tax as a part of the
overall tax reform program.

( Continued from page 15)
penalties (which the Colorado
Plan does not provide) this could
open the door to speculative land
sales.
Young is . against the income
tax until the whole tax picture is
reformed, thus guaranteeing no
tax increases. Flanagan supports

Flanagan, who was involved in
the Columbia Basin reclamation
program, favors a reduction in
the sales tax and voted against
allowing 18 year-old voting.

Two Moses Lake residents are
vying for position two, left

vacant by Congressional candidate Bledsoe.
Hansen,
Frank ( "Tub")
rancher, farmer and life-long
resident of Ellensburg, feels that
someone with his background
can best serve the people of the
13th District. Hansen has been a
member of the Agricultural

Stabilization Conservation
of the City of Moses Lake·
Service and the State Cattle Planning Commission, past
president of the Greater Moses
men's Association.
Hansen opposes the idea of an Lake Chamber of Commerc� and
income tax stating the sales tax is presently serving as Commis
is "the fairest tax we have."
siOner of the Port of Moses Lake.
He also opposes the Shorelines
He supports the idea of an
Acts, either Initiatives 43 or 438 income tax as a part of the tax
claiming they would lead to reform package..
He also supports Initiative 43B
public control of private land.
Dean S. Hagerty, a · Central which he feels gives more local
graduate and Moses Lake control to the problem of shore
businessman, is a past chairman lines management.

�----------....�
..

KEN JUNDT

SERVICE DEPT�
We

service all makes

Your Choice

TO N I G H T, FRI DAY & SAT U RDA Y

1 O�SPEED or SK I BOOTS

FREE

OPEN 'TIL 8:30
THURS. & FRI.

CO FFEE &
DON UTS

Wyatt is a member of the Mission Ridge Rae·
ing Team and is vieing for a spot on the 1 976
'
US Olympic Ski Team .

_

.•-;;;;:;s

.

( Lifetime G uar )

HENKE BOOTS
�

S o l o mon 502
Poles , Leashes

Mount i ng

Reg. $303.00

SPEC

.} 1 98 77

Cross C�untry

SKI S

Boots, Poles, Bindings

on frame back pa�ks,

Mounted

sleeping bags

Reg. $90.00

and hiking boots

SPECIAL

,
Let Pat's years of experience help get
you Into the right ski outfit. Four Seasons .
features WHITE STAG, ASPEN, PACIFIC
TRAIL, and SWING WEST ski attire.

\

Falcon Bindings
Poles, 1Mounted

SPALDING CHAPRAL
HENKE BOOTS
Geze Bindings
Poles, Leashes

Reg. $68.40

SPECIALs44 95

SPECIA

Reg .

Salo mon 404

Poles, Leashes,
Mountin g

Reg. $ 1 65.45

SPECl} l 0 995

Reg .

� 1 3 9 77

JET ST I X

XR-7 SKIS

Henke Boots

Mounting

Reg. $1 93.00

$ 1 3 .95

SPEC.

9

s 95

SNOW SHOES
$23.95

SPEC.

5

1 8 95

SKI POLES
SAVE

20%

1 00% Fl,... A NCING

I VAILABLE ON

SAVE 25% O N

SKI PACKAGES

SKI JACKETS
During Our Grand

56995

WOOD SKIS

AND BICYCLES

·

Opening

FOUR SEASONS

SKI
SCHOOL
SIGN U P NOW

Sign u p this week and save $ 5 .00 o n les
sons and $5.00 on rental equipmen t.

W e ' l l be featuring

"shortie skis".

P R I C E �. WILL N E V E R B E L OW f R .

1 5% DOWN
UP TO 36 MO N T H S TO PAY

WE

HA VE

FOR

YOU
•

ALSO.
ANY

•

YOU

USED

3RAND

SOME
ON

W ILD

NEW
CAN

OPEN ING.

SURPRISES

ARCTIC CATS.

SAVE

MACHINE

·0.A.C. I

$1 00 ON

DUR I NG OUR

Reg.

. . . . . . . . . . . $ 1 08�50
G I TANE
. . , . . . . . . . . , $ 1 1 9.95
FALCONS . . . . . -. . . . . $ 1 49.95
. . . . . . . . . . . $ 1 1 9.95
AZUKI
$ 1 29.95
C HAMPION DeMONDE
RALEIGH ( 3 speeds ) . , . $86.45
TIG ERS

.

SPEC I A L

$89.95
$99. 95
$ 1 09.95
$ 1 09.95
$99.95
$69.95.

C o m p l et e l y S e 1 v i c ed A nd 1 Y e a r G u a r a nte e

of offenses due at WhiMtorth

Battle

Take the third and fourth
ranked offensive teams in the
nation, throw in the second

against the upset and offensive
minded Whitworth Pirates.
Hugh Campbell's Pirates are
leading pass catcher and third ranked fourth in the NAIA in
ranked runner, add a couple of total offencse and have a five win
passers who can zing a football, two loss record.
and include a touch of national
"Offensively, they are the best
recognition.
team we have faced this year"
, Mix the ingredients. If you warns Wildcat head coach Tom
come up with Saturday after Parry. "They have the ability to
noon's Central - Whitworth score and to move the ball almost
football game, you're not far at will."
from wrong.
Whitworth averages 4 1 5
It will be a football gourmet's yards, which i s tops i n the NAIA.
menu this Saturday in Spokane
The Pirates sport the fine
when the undefeated
and one-two quaterback duo of
nationally ranked Wildcats go George Perry and Bruce Cole.

"Our defensive club will be in
Perry, the 6-3, 230-pound junior
from Yakima, is seventh leading for a good workout, no doubt
passer in the NAIA and ranks about it," admits Parry.
ninth in total offense .
Central's defense, which has
Cole, who is a transfer from been suspect much of the season,
the University of Idaho, started turned in great effort against
last weekend against Oregon Eastern Washington State
Tech and threw for 281 yards as College last Saturday.
the Bucs ran up 558 total yards.
"The defense won the game for
Speedy wide receiver Mel
There were times when we
us.
Stubblefield, a 185-pound, senior
from Hempstead, Tex. is the just had to have something, and
Whits' leading pass catcher. He our defense went out and did it,"
has caught 30 passes for 672 said Parry.
Parry singled our linebacker
yards and nine touchdowns, good
enough for second place nat Dave Carpenter, a 5-9, 195pound, junior from Stevenson,
ionally.

Wash. for a "helluva game"
against EWSC.
Carpenter made two unas
sisted tackles; knocked down a
pass; caused one fumble and
recovered another fumble and
returned it 96 yards for a
touchdown.
For that perfor.mance his
teammates named him Wildcat of
the Week.
Parry indicated one defensive
lineup change for Pirate game.
Linebacker Tim Dahl moves
back inside and Ed LaForce will
take over the outside linebacking
chores.
Central moved up to number
four in the NAIA Division 1
National rankings this week and
continues to top the 'Northwest
Small College Poll.
Offensively, the 'Cats are
ranked third in total offense with
419 yards per game and 13th in
rushing offense.
Individually, R.J. Williams is
third in the NAIA in rushing
with 754 yards on 139 carries and
seventh in scoring with 68 points.
Quarterback John Coen is fifth
in total offense with 219 yards
per game and is 14th in passing
with 178 yards per game.
Pat Maki continues to lead the
defensive corps with eight inter
ceptions for 160 yards. The
Wildcats have intercepted 20
passes so far this season.

N etters in
Montana

Queen Helene Mint Julep Masque 15 Minute Treatment
Must Show Immediate Improvement
or - YOUR MONEY BACK!
-

A New York Doctor, working with a cos

The Masque-Cream Treatment is indeed

metic laboratory, has developed a si mple

a remarkable discovery, not only for clear

home-treatment that ri nses away black

healthy ski ns, but also for the self-confi

heads in a matter of m i n utes. It was dem

dence, poise and self-esteem a fine com

onstrated recently on five teen-age gi rls

plexion bri ngs to teen-agers!

and three boys. The results were breath-ta ki ng-.

Black

heads really rinsed away. In fact, many
could be seen on the cloth used to wash

off the Masque. But this wasn't a l l ! Acne
p i mples improved after one appl ication,

enlarged pores reduced, and rough com
plexions

became

cleaner,

clearer

and

smoother looking. These results certa i n ly
ind icate why teen-agers are now saying
"th is is one product that really works". . .
and

why

mothers of

endorsed its use.

teen-agers

have

Attention!
MOTH E R S of Teen-Agers

Queen Helene M i nt J ulep Masq ue is a
M U ST for you, too! It will help tighten
sagging skin .on face and th roat, relax

Anyone Can Use It

t i red face muscles and sti m ulate a fresher,

heads, acne-pimples and rough unsigf1tly

YOU RSELF. You'll be delighted with the

cleaner, more youthful complexion. Try a

If you suffer the agony of teen-age black

med icated M int J u lep Masq ue Treatment

complexions, give yourself th is home treat

ski n-tighten i ng experience a nd more al ive

ment at our risk. Apply t h is del ightfully

feeling that comes with every treatment.

M int-Scented Cream and wit h i n 2 or 3

Queen Helene M int Masque is only $3.00

m i n utes an absorbing agent, call�d Argilla,

for the six ounce jar, enough for over 3

dries and tu rns this cream into a plastic

months of daily home treatments. Buy it

l i ke masque. You will now feel as though
h undreds of "tiny fi ngers" were softly

today! Start using it i m mediately! Prove

kneading the ski n , loosening pore-caked

it to yourself at our risk, for one full

d i rt, blackheads and foreign impu rities.

month. If, at a ny t i me d u ri ng the month,

get back every penny of your pu rchase

I n 1 5 m i n utes you si mply rinse the masqu�

r-

price.

away with l u kewarm wate r wh ich d issolves
it i m med iately. When you wipe your face,

I

you can see that blackheads and other

1
I

pore "filler" actually come off on your
towel. And your skin feels clean . . . really

I

II

Start Now

I

rmprove Your Complexion

· 1f

because of bad skin. If you want to get your
full share of fun and parties . . . clear up
your

complexion

and

let

M i nt

Ju lep

Masque "Lead the Way"! You certai n ly
owe it to yourself to try a single fifteen
minute home treatment to convince your

I

;I

cream can work wonders for you.

Para Laboratories, 1 970

CALL

- MAI L NO �ISK COUPON - - ,
TODAY

Please send me the Queen Helene Medicated M i nt Julep Masque as ind icated below
on guarantee of satisfaction or money back
for unused portion.
O

6-oz. jar enough for 3 months
treatments $3.00

0

Remittance enclosed, send oostpaid

NAME

daily home

-------------- - - -- - - - - �
Please Print

ADDRESS

Short-cut from

1 CITY ------1 STATE
IP
L-- - --

self that this new Queen Helene masque

«>

Portland State University
women finishing second.
The Wildkittens dropped
Eastern Oregon College and the
University of Montana twice and
split with Washington State
University. They lost to PSU,
9regon College of Education and
Oregon State University twice
along with the split with WSU.
"The girls played very well,"
commented Miss Killorn.

return the u nused portion a nd you will

draws out waste matter from the pores. . .

· Don't take a back seat or be a wall-flower

talent laden affair with the host

you are not completely satisfied, sim ply

As it fi rms a nd hardens, its suction-action

clean . . . refreshed, smooth l i ke velvet!

Central's women's volleyball
team finished in the middle of the
pack last weekend, winning five
games and losing seven in a
tourney in Portland, Ore.
Team totals and place finishes
were not kept so the team's exact
finish was not known.
Twenty teams, about 10 in
each of two divisions, competed
in the meet. Central coach Erlice
Killorn expected the University
of Victoria, B.C. to win the

925-3 1 33

CALLER
to

�� \ //�
MONEY
-:_

SAVER
STO RE s�.� �·
�
IN ELLEN SB �!

�

�

�·

CALLEE!
Direct Distance Dialing
the easiest. quickest.

and

cheapest way to call long d1s
tance1 Consult your telephone

,

directory for area codes and
dialing instructions

�
'J

Ellensbu r�
Telephone
Com pany
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Field hockey team
splits 1wo at Pullman

PLAYOFFS SLATED - MIA football
playoffs are set to get under way Monday
afternoon, with two teams from each league
battling for top honors. Games will be played

Central's women's field hockey
sticks were almost as cold as the
Pullman weather last weekend,
but they managed a split of their
two games nonetheless.
In the cold and snow, the
the
blanked
Wildkittens
University of Idaho women 4-0
but never got untracked against
their Cougar hosts, losing 5-1. ,
Forward Charlotte Chockley
led the 'Kittens in the scoring
department, blasting through two
goals in the first game and the
lone one in the second.
Coach B e tty Putnam was
displeased with her team ' s
showing. The first contest was a

at 3_: 30 daily until a champion is determined.
The Head Jobbers are the defending champs.
(Photo by Jones)

Defense does it

'
Cats fame Savages 36- 1 9

by Roger Underwood

·

Harriers
fourth

Central harriers posted their
best finish this season with a
fourth at the Eastern Oregon
Invitational in La Grande, Ore.
They also finished ' ahead of
both Evergreen Conference
rivaJ�. E astern Washington
State College and Eastern
Oregon College, by over 1 0 0
points.
Top finisher for Central was
Paul Slichter who ran the five

$3.50

7:30

p. m. SUB

Cafeteri a

Nov. 2 - "The Awesome
Serva nt' '
The dev astatin g effects
o n tod � y ' s work force.
S po n so red by;
E c u m e n i ca l C am p u s
M i n i s t r y ( Co m p I i m e n t a ry ) .

•

BATOR
COUNTY COMMISSIO NER
Demo - DISTRIST 2

HONEST-CAPABLE-EFFICIENT
Pai d Po l . Ad By AN DY BATO R

box or 1 54

pound

a

Natural Foods

VALLEY SPECIALTY FOODS
925-2505
1 1 1 West 6th

·

Th urs. Nite F i l m Ser ies

a

We Specialize I n

Next for the Wildcats was
Steve Curd who improved from
8th t�am ranking to second.
Thirty seconds covered the
fir�t five for �entral despite
losmg one of their top r unner s,
Ken Cameron, who twisted an
ankle durin g his warm-up.
Tomorrow in Klamath Falls ,
Ore., Central will fight to capture
the Evergreen Conference title
with maJ·or competition coming
from Western Washington State
College and South ern Or egon
College
·

•

Play will run from 10 a.m. to

3 : 30 p.m. both days.

D i d you know we ' ve got organ i cal l y grow n
wi nter bana na or Jonathan app l es?

mile course in 25 : 14.0 for 12th
individual place.

·

•

Tomorrow the women host the
First Washington Intercollegiate
Field Hockey Invitational. A total
of eight Washington teams in
cluding two squads from Central,
will compete tomorrow and
Sunday.

To us,this
1syour face.

·

·

•

Putnam blamed lack of
teamwork and poor pickey stick
work for her team ' s poor
showing.

ANDY

time-consuming scoring drive
that made it 14-13 midway
through the third quarter.
Again the hosts drove steadily
goalward, and were
about to take
·
the lead when LaForce came up
with a fumble inside the Central
10 for the pivotal play of the
game.
Coen engineered another
drive, and gave his club some
breathing room by throwing a
scoring bomb to split end Randy
Magruder on a fourth down play.
Another Coen to Magruder
six-pointer came shortly afterwards, and following a brilliant
under-handed flip from Coen to •
Harry Knell for a two-point
conversion, the Wildcats were up
29-13.
If the Savages had any hope
after that, it was squelched by
rme backer Dave Carpenter.
Again EWSC was inside the
Central 10, when Carpenter
grabbed a fumble in mid-air and
rambled 97 yards for a touch
down and a new EvCo fumble
return record, with key blocks
from Greg Bushaw and Maki.
Eastern did manage one lastgasp touchdown late in the game,
but by that time, the issue had been decided.
"Sometimes. you get to a point
where you've just got to have a
big play," related a happy coach
Parry "and we got them today."

The victory, which assured the
unbeaten Wildcats at least a tie
for the EvCo title, might not
have materialized had it not been
for timely heroics by a group of
athletes who have been overshadowed by one of the northwest's most exciting offensive
units.
.
.
.The Sava �e� tried a bit of
trickery by g1v�ng the ball to star
flanker Bob Picard on an endaround pass p'�ay.
.
Good defensive pressure m the
ac
e
ie
b kf' ld from th Centra1 l'me
and good range in the secondary
turned th e razz1 e-d azz1 e mt0 a
fizzle.
Picard was forced to hurry his
throw, and when it hung wobbling in the air as a result, quick
Maki picked it off and skittered
up the sideline from the end zone
to the Central 29.
With that threat muffled,
quart erback Jo. h n Coen and h'is
mates got moving in the second
quarter and tied the game up on
a short burst by fullback R . J.
Williams.
Linebacker Tim Dahl's interception set up the other first half
touchdown for the Wildcats.
The visitors took the lead for
keeps when Coen nailed flanker
Terry Anderson with a six yard
scoring strike.
EWSC took the second half
kickoff and uncorked a long,

sports editor
DEE-fense, DEE-fense. The
chant is becoming increasingly
popular in football arenas
� throughout the country.
The 1972 Central Wildcat stop
unit won't set any records for
stinginess of yardage, or points
for that matter, but when it
comes to the big play, 'Cat
defenders have been simply
uncanpy.
P eop 1e l1. ke p· at Mak'1• T'Im
Dahl Dave C arpenter, Erv Stem
.
'
and Ed LaForce have been about
as frustrating to upset-minded
opponent s � s th ey h ave b een
nerve settlmg to Coach Tom
Parry .
Saturday' s 3?- 1 9 Evergreen
C on f erence v1ctory o ver a
st ubb �rn group 0f E ast ern
W ashmgton Sta te .College
_ a case m
_ pomt.
Savages
is
.

VOTE FOR

"very poor one" and she "fully
expected to do much better than
that" against the _ Washington
State University squad.

·

•••••••••••••••••••••••
• 'HAWAI I C HARTE R F LIGHT .
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Dr. Cru m , 963-1671
Mrs. Ash m u n , (206)

• To: Dr. J. Wesley Crum
No. 31 Black Hall
•
cwsc
• I am interested in charter
. • and reservation forms.
•

•

.

_

_

e

623-0950 .
.

_

flight to Hawaii . Send

_

_

_

,,__ -

W hat could be worse than a winning smile followed by a baggy behind? N othing.
E specially if the behind doesn't belong to you, but t o the pants you're wearing. S o
what c a n you do? The next time you buy a pair of jeans, spend a little less. Buy a
pair of C heap J eans. W e don't for get your body whe n we m a ke o u r jeans : Our bot toms conform to your bottom. Our thighs fit your thighs. Our legs a r e shaped a nd
balanced t h e w a y your legs a r e shaped a n d balanced.
So the next time you buy a pair of jeans, put on a pair of C heap Jea ns. And if
the face fits, wea r it.

(:J ll�i\l11Jl�i\NS .
Sold onlyat the finest stores

_

•
•
•
information
•
•
.

No. of Persons

•
•
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Quarterback Coen leads Wildcats
Gu tty QB runs, pass es
to national prom inence ·
by Roger Underwood
sports editor

Most football experts will agree the ideal

quarterback would be at least

6'2", �d over 200

pounds. He would have a strong arm that he
would use from the pocket because quarter
backs who run with the ball are not likely to be
quarterbacks very long.
Not healthy ones, anyway.

John Coen, Central's quarterback, is not 6'2".
He's not even six feet at all (5'10" ) and he's at

least 10 pounds shy of the 200 mark. However,
he has been an ideal quarterback for the
Wildcats.
He does have a strong arm, one strong enough
t o throw a 20-yard bullet to his right while
running left (if you don't think that's tough, try
it sometime), and he's a genuine marksman with
it.

John Coen

Coen also has something to substitute for
those inches and po1inds he lacks: guts.
What else, short of insanity, would make a QB

John's size tuck the ball under his arm when he
finds his receivers covered and run headlong
into the teeth of defenses which often offer
resistance in chunks weighing 220-280 apiece?
Two other factors must be taken into
consideration when analyzing Coen's success as
a quarterback.
He is extremely quick, for one thing, and he
loves to run.
"I was a halfback in high school," he recalls,
"and I've always liked to carry the ball. I love to
run."
Coen does have some tools for carrying the
ball; his speed and the strength that comes from
his stocky frame to go with his instinct and
intestinal fortitude.
·

LUD KRAM ER
CARES

lizy,
•

We fee l good about
Lud Kramer in O lym pia
.a n d l we 'd l ike to see
h i m . sta y.

..

·

Jerry Seamen
Sue Seeger
Rick Burgett
Violet Halbert
Emily Mikels ,
Scott Kalberener
Jeanie Hendricks
Steve Bollman
Patti Lanzon
Cash Marsh
Vicky Welch
Melea Updegrave
Mary Cahill
Lynne Rot-Ferguson
Laura Delorenzo
Jean Seymour
Bob Collins
Tom Dunn
Rob Leurich
Ken Hoctor
John Morrell
Susie Marr
Greg McKinnon
Gary Dizard
Patti Parson
Rick Peterson

John Collins
Kathy Meyer
Kay Kunkel
Terea Dickie
Terry Short
Shelley Pemberton
Mark Flinn
Daryl White
Ken Vanze
Dick Johnson
Chuck Gurr
Guy Estvold
Larry Norton III
Patti Lochrie
Anji Darnell
Sue Larence
Theresa Yeager
Dan O'Leary
Jack DePalma
Carol Earthbomber
Jody Meshke
Debbie Hawley
Tracie Ingersoll
Betty Anderson
Karen SchUinacher
Gale Stillings

Paid' for by the Central Student s t o b; i n g LUO back . Brent I
Beckstead, Cha irman .

In fact, Coach Tom Parry says Coen is either
the first or second fastest man on his team, the
other possibility being All-Conference free
safety Pat Maki.

Coen was born on the island of Samoa and
moved to Honolulu when he was in the fifth
grade.
It was in Honolulu that Coen first made his
name in football, although he didn't start playing
the game until he was a freshman in high school.
"Some of my friends turned out, so I decided
to try it," h e reflected.
His decision turned out to be a good one. A
sparkling high school career as a halfback
earned him a ride to Mesa Junior College in
Mesa,Colo.
There, too, he would have probably been a
halfback, but when the team's top three
quarterbacks quit, John was given a shot.

To say that he worked out well in his new
.position would be a gross understatement. All
he did was · lead Mesa to the conference
championship, an unbeaten season and a
national ranking.

··

; ;.: �i�!ti. : · : ,

'Cofs flinger
After staying out of school for a couple of
years, Coen .was talked into coming to
Wenatchee Community College by some of his
friends, one of which was 'named Harry Knell,
the current Wildcat tight end.
Coen had played against Knell in high school,
and when the two teamed at Wenatchee, the
combination helped the Knights win the state
commnity college crown. '
After Wenatchee, John decided he wanted to
play at Central. Why?

"I had heard about Central and decided I
wanted to play there. I didn't really care what
position, I just w�nt�d to play, " he said.
Coen said there is considerable difference
between quarterbacking at a community college
and running a four-year club.
"You have to know more about defenses," he
said. "I ran a lot at Wenatchee. It was part of the
offense. Here, I run more when I have to. I'd
rather run than throw it away."
·

"I get some help from Coach Parry," he said.
"We try to mix it up pretty well. We like to run
option plays that have three possibilities. I can
either run myself, pitch back to a running back,
or throw."

Those option plays have to be considered a big
part in the 'Cats impressive showmg so far.
Central opponents are seeing a new dimension
this year in the running quarterback.
Last year's QB, Jeff Short, had a great arm

and a great mind to go with it, finishing among
the nation's top small college passers and setting
two Evergreen Conference records.
But due to bad ankles, Jeff wasn't a
breakaway threat on the ground.
Coen is, and the result is the most exciting
offense this side of, well, maybe Whitworth, who

rank third in the nation in total offense.
At any rate, the Wildcats are still unbeaten,
and they'll get their chance to go head on with

the Pirate offense at Whitworth tomorrow.
....---------_______--____...
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n e \NS
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Now Features

BARN ES-H I N ES CO NT ACT

LENSE PRODUCTS.
WETTING SOLUTION

Wl/lllUAW////lllllUl/lh

� Barnes'"Hind®

0

Wetting
Solution

For hard contact lenses

=-

MIA football playoffs begin
Monday with the top two teams
from each league battling it out
for the top spot.

The Head Jobbers got some
company this week as the
Reltnies stepped up in the pack.
Both teams won games with the
help of two forfeits.

S·l .7 9

�

: BARNES-HIN D� '
WETTING SOLUTI ON
for
Han1 <:ontact tvrses

eri-- i..tMOc, �

=:=::.�
�
::i==f:i

2 Fl. Ozs. (60 ml.)

F"' hard contact lenses

0

CLEANING AND
SOAKING SOLUTION

r;Ba-res-H�
Cleaning
& Soaking
Solution

For
Hard Contact Lenses

Student to distribute computer dating
form s . $300 - $600/mo. W r i te

Box

508,

Boulder, Colo. 80302.

$1 .9 5
Hours: 8:30 am-4 :30 pm

LOST:
Woman's Tyrel l
watch.
Reward, 9631 007 afternoons, eve
nings.

963- 13 1 1

COLLEGE BOOK STOR E

WAN TED: P�rt-time typ
ist Campus Crier. Some
evenings
and week
ends. Call Dave Evans- 963- 1 49 1 .

controls and of public waste
disposal facilities.
These funds will be matched
by more than $870 million in
available federal and local funds
to construct or improve sewage

Wa�hington future '
program on ballot
( Continued from page . 12)

Ecology

Permits for development
would be authorized by the
Department of Ecology in 43 and
by local governments in 43B.
Initiative 43 would assign the
Department of Ecology , the ·
primary planning role with a
Statewide Ecological Com
mission bearing responsibility
for the a.doption of a comprehensive plan.
Initiative 43B would leave the
planning responsibility to local
governments following guide
lines prepared by the state. The
local plans would be dependent
upon the state for review and
approval.__ The Department of
Ecology would have the au
thority to adopt alternative
plans.
43 would prohibit
1 Initiative
surface oil drilling in Puget
Sound, the Strait of Juan DeFuca
and Hood Canal within 500 feet of
ordinary high water.
Initiative 43B would do the
same except the distance would
be 1,000 feet of ordinary high
water and Hood Canal would not
be included in the restricted
area.
Initiative 43 would prohibit .
high rises unless specifically
designed in the comprehensive
plan, while 43B would prohibit
them only if they are specifically
excluded in the plan.
Initiative 43 would allow
private citizens to institute a civil
suit if the attorney general fails
to act. Initiative 43B would leave
the responsibility to the attorney
general or the local government
attorney.
Initiative 43 would provide for
civil penalties and fines of $50 to
$1,000 each day for each offense.
Initiative 43B would provide
·

·

·

for criminal penalties as a gross

misdemeanor permitting fines of
$25 to $1,000 for each of the first
two offenses and $500 to $10,000
for any subsequent violation in a
five-year period.
Those who support 43 over
43B feel that the Department of

'

qualified

can

more

provide

personnel

treatment facilities, community

sewer and
systems.

can

than

many local governments and can
be more objective in evaluating
local pressures.
They also claim it would
provide for more citizen participation through regional groups
and would .make public records
more available.
Those who support 43B over
43 claim that local governments
are better informed of local
conditions and can and should
retain the planning function.
They also claim that having local
governments issue permits
would cut down on delays and
undue red tape.
They believe that 43B allows
for sensible priorities by including a special 0shorelines of
statewide . significance" pro
vision.
Opposition to both plans
centers around the supplanting
of local government control and
taking over the right of private
groups to do their own planning.

Bond iss ues

·

storm

drainage

Wa ter
q u a l i ty

development and imp ovement
of recreation areas and f ilities.
Installations and improve
ments. at existing sites w'ould
include new and enlarged camp
grounds, rest rooms, sewage anq
water facilities, fire protection
equipment, boat launching
ramps, dump · stations for cam
pers and trailers, trails to fishing
and hunting areas, renovation of
group camp buildings, and points
of historical significance will be
preserved.

Social
s ervices

--------

Referendum 27 would author
ize the sale of $75 million in state
bonds. to be matched by $200
million in federal and local funds
to improve drinking water
qu�lity, increase water supply

for homes and industry and to

develop irrigatiOn lands for food
aq.d fiber production.
It would provide funds -for
planning and constructing imp
rovements for water supply
sources, · purification plants,
storage facilities and distri
bution systems.

Referendum 29 would author
ize the sale of $25 million in state ·
bonds to be .matched by $50
million in additional funds for the
construction of residential
facilities for the mentally
retarded, regional vocational
rehabilitation facilities and
sheltered workshops for disabled

p e r s o n s , c o m m u n it y - b a s e d
corrections facilities for both

juveniles and adults, facilities for

drug users and alcoholics, and

Recrea tion
areas

multi-service

centers

for

the

elderly, youth· and those eligible
for public assistance.

Trans p o rtation

Referendum 28 would author
ize the sale of $40 million in state
bonds to be matched by $28
million in federal ap.d local funds
for the acquisitio.n, preservation,

Referendum 30 would author
ize the sale of state bonds

These six bond issues were
submitted to the legislature by
executive request as the Wash
ington Future Program. The
program's stated intent is to
accelerate the state's economy as
well as to provide social and
environmental facilities.
Those who oppose the entire·
package claim that it is a very
expensive program for a state
already in debt by $617.2 million
in non-tax supported bonds.

Wa ter
pol·lu tion
Referendum 26 would author
ize the sale of $225 million in
state bonds for the planning,
acquisition, construction and

improvement of water pollution

With the
money you
save on our
clothes you
could . buy
the new
Stones album.
Wrangler Jeans "
Mr. Wrangler Sportswear
Wremember the "W"is Silent.

Get your moneys worth at

ZITTINGS DEPT. STQ_RE

I NOW FEATUR ING I
The

'

DAGWOOD. BASKET
( Double Cheeseburger & Fries)

N�w Only

'l:'his offer expires Nov. 1 2�
Give us a call at these hours:
5- 1 2-Sunaay-Thursday
5· 1 -Friday & Saturday

We ' l l show you
who ' s got the.
f,9stes t _ j d�l i very

Jn t�n.,

FULL IENU

CAMPUS U-TOTE
EM

925-1 600

et
Home Of The Campu� Burger Bask

Orders to go. ' Euclid Way
- ............
, Across From T� _jO��ing Alley •

totaling $50 million to be mat
ched by $190 million in federal
and local funds to provide public
transpor tation vehicles and

equipment, bus stops\ off-street

parking areas and other public
transportation improvements.
It would provide public trans
portation
equipmen t
and
facilities for which no other
source of financing in the state is
available.

Jun ior
colleg e s
Referendum 31 would author
ize the sale of $50 million in state
bonds for the construction of only
the community college's highest
priority space needs.
First priority (over 50 per cent
of the funds) would be for
vocational instruction, then
classrooms. science laboratories,

libraries, office space
student eating facilities.

and

Washington's 22 community
college districts, the only branch
of education continuing to grow
substantially, currently receive
no tax funds for construction.

·

· The presidential race

Major candidates vie'Ns examined
and development costs, increases
in military pay, and need to
maintain new weapon systems.
Wants new national security
weapons which will enable him to
negotiate with Moscow from a
position of power during second
Strategic Arms Limitations
Talks (SALT).
Advocates a military strength
capable o{ waging one and a half
wars at any given time.
. Supports all-volunteer army.
Asking $85.5 billion for fiscal
year 1973.
McGovern: Urges concentration
of industry on domestic prob
lems, rather than more and more
on military spending.
Proposes $30 billion cut in
defense spending over a three
year period by eliminating
waste, duplication, and top· heavy command structure.
Would unilaterally cease to
place multiple warheads on
Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBM), reduce Navy's
surface fleet, and Air Force
· tactical wings, plus reducing
military manpower from 2.5
million to 1. 75 million men.
Favors all-volunteer army.

Is now in the process of . Thieu from power.
Is in complete accord with the
negotioting a cease fire with
withdrawal of' all forces and peace proposals now being
return of prisoners of war within negotiated, except would not
60 days with military and eco offer any military ·assistance to
nomic assistance to the South Thieu regime, but would provide
war-recovery aid to all IndoVietnamese government.
Agrees to leave President China countries.
Does favor precedent set by
Thieu in power with authority
former presidents as to amnesty
over one million man army.
Said in Ohio Oct. 28 that there after war's end and POW's
would be no amnesty what-so returned.
ever, that "draft resisters should
FOREIGN POLICY
Nixon and McGovern starid on six · pay for violating the law."
Nixon: Supports cutting back
major issues.
McGovern : S poke against of U. S. military and economic
American military intervention commitments around the world,
VIETNAM
·since 1963.
but opposes unilateral withNixon: Presidential advisor
Would advise a coalition drawal of American troops from
Henry Kissinger says "peace is ·
government, removing President Europe.
at hand."
Seeks a balance of power
through big-power equality,
multi-national alliances, econ
omic and military assistance
agreements.
Wants further negotiations
TWI N PACS
with
R.ed China and the Soviet
.
Cassette Tapes
Union.
s399
PAC S
Favors U.N. Security res.
olution of Mideast situation, but
s4•1
in the meantime to continue to
supply Israel with fighterbombers.
CAR TAPE UNITS
AND U P
McGovern: Seeks "movement
away from anti-communism as
the sole basis of American
Tape Accessories
foreign policy."
Sees big power diplomacy as
leading the U.S. to isolationism.
Complete Installation And Repair Of All
Urges more negotiations and
Home And Auto Stereo Systems, Including
arms control rather than emTelevisions. These Are Everyday Prices!
phasis on arms and alliances.
Agrees with recognition and
negotiations with Peking and
Moscow.
Urges fjrm commitment of
arms support to Israel.
Wants n ew round of negby Dennis Schodt
staff writer
There are less than 96 hours·
left for the voting population of
this country to make up their
minds as to who will be the next
President of the United States Richard M. Nixon or George
McGovern.
What are the issues of the
campaign and where do both
candidates stand? Following are
capsule descriptions of how

·
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before submitting budget,
making his recommendations to
"the next Congress."
States present property-tax
system unfair.
Favors the present depreciation rate. Advocated federal
revenue sharing.

McGovern:

Urges gradual withdrawal of
U.S. troops from Europe.
·

DEFENSE SPENDING
Nixon: Seeks defense spending

Favors shifting tax

burden from working low and
middle income groups to corporations and wealthy.
Would tax more heavily capital
gains, reduce depreciation
allowances, and phase out
excessive oil and gas depletion
allowances.
.
Also advocates a cut in invest-

otiated tariff cuts.

_

increase due to risin g research

·

Nixon :

ECONOMY
Promises economic

controls until "we achieve an end
to inflationary psychology.... "
Asked Congress to give him
power over government purse
strings and limit spending to
$250 billion in fiscal year 1973.
Aims to get employment down

to five per cent and inflation rate
to three per cent by the end of
1972.

Indicates that if his spending
ceiling approved, will ask for no
new federal Income taxes if he
wins second term, but leaves
door open to changes in tax
structure.

McGovern:

Promises a

$10

billion-a-year jobs program
through government contracts
for new housing, transportation,
and pollution control; this would
come from cuts in defense
budget.
Also proposes a special govern
ment "public-service j obs "
which would enable welfare
recipients to work.

Would exempt low income
occupations from wage control
and endorses union view that
administration wage-price
guidelines discriminate against
the · workingman.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The ' above
statements were compiled from
newspaper and magazine articles
as well as campaign literature of
both parties.

Weight program to start soC>n
the program. The Health Center
is also cooperating in the effort.
Only those students who have
a weight problem and are "over
their best weight" will be
accepted,
ex·p lained
Mrs.
Gillespie. In other words, all you
women that lost a little of your
shapeliness over the weekend,
but weren't overweight to begin
with, don't qualify.
Mrs. Gillespie, an interim

I f you've been a candidate for a
weight control program all y�ur
life and there just hasn't seemed
to be one available, your excuses
have run out.
A program will be getting
underway at Central next week.
The Counseling Center is
organizing the program for all
students.
Karen Gillespie is the director

·

and Helen Israel, the advisor of

·

WHY IS THE
· BIG JOHN BURG ER
THE �OST. POPULAR
. HAMBURGER IN
TOWN? .
.

Try ".THE BIG SUCCOR ' ;
Vacuum-Jerry's Newest.

TAX REFORM
Nixon: Will announce details

ment tax credits, limit real estate
shelters, tighten gift and death
taxes, and would repeal foreign
tax breaks.
Estimates these measures
would raise an extra $24 billion a
year by 1975.
Would help to reduce property
tax burdens by upping federal
support for public education.

We don't know
but we must be

•

.

' '

•

•

doln9 lom.thln1 rltlhfl '

BIG
J OH N
D RI VE IN
.

•

·

A Meal ln ltsaff

of
Lo:c__. lu•t two 1t1oc1ea ..1t
CatnpUS ·�_,.t paSt the OYerpci•
.

.

.

counselor working on her
Master's degree through the
psychology department, expects
the program to be a psycholo
gical as well as physical approach
to weight control.
A group encounter ·coupled
with the use of charts to . record the eating habits of the over
weighters will be the format,
explained Mrs. Gillespie . .

A group of about 12 students is
what Mrs. Gillespie . would like
for the sessions. "People helping
each other with a common
problem" is the approach' · she
envisions as the general nieth9d
of the program.
The starting date for. the
program hasn't been set yet� . but
all interested persons ca:ri , apply
at the Counseling and 'festing
Center. Applicants should lea,ve
their present and d�sired
weights with the secretary.
The center is located behind
Sue Lombard Hall and between
Commons Dining Hall and
Kamola Hall.
Sessions will be held · every
Monday afternoon for one hour
at the center. A weigh-in session
will be held once a week on a day
other than Monday at the Health
Center, said Mrs. Gillespie.
Mrs. Gillespie expects the
program to run until the end of
winter quarter.
.
In 1967 a similar program was
tried but it ran for only· two
quarters, Mrs. Gillespie added.
·

. '

·
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I t is time for a . change · in America.
Mr. Nixon has not not displayed
the ability to solve America's
problems. It 1s
•

·

our

belief that

Senator

GEORGE McGOVERN
' is our best hope for · providing

enlighte ned leaders hip at this
pivotal point in American history.
We, the unders i gned , er:- dorse the cand i d a cy of
George McGovern for the Pres i dency of the United States .
Jim Applegate - Education
Larry Lowther - History
Jan Mejer - Sociology
William B. Owen - Mathematics
David Canzler - English
Ted Cooper - Education
Robert H. Brown - Biology
Usha Mahajani - Political Science
John G. Utzinger - Philosophy
Gordon H. Warren - History
Charles McGehee - Sociology
W.F. Cutlip - Mathematics
Richard Johnson - English
Sheldon R. Johnson - Biology
David G. Lygre - Chemistry
Roger L. Winters - Political Science
W. Robert Goedecke - Philosophy
Floyd Rodine - History
Charles Hawkins - Sociology
David R. Anderson - Mathematics
Karl Zink - English .
Thomas H. Thelen - Biology
Charles Stastny - Political Science
Chester Z. Keller - Philosophy
Beverly Heckart - History
William Benson - Sociology
Roy C. Smith - Mathff matics
George Whitesel - English
Janet M. Lowe - Biology
W.W. Newschwander - Chemistry

Robert Jacobs - Political Science
Charles H. Nadler - Philosophy
Dr. Paul E. LeRoy - History
David Kaufman - Sociology
Frederick M. Lister - Mathematics
John Vifian - English
Glen W. Clark - Biology
Elwyn H. Odell - Political Science
Jay E. Bachrach - Philosophy
Douglass Roby - History
John Dugan - Sociology
Philip Garrison - English
R.E . Pacha _:_ Biology
Robert Yee - Political Science
Webster F. Hood - Philosophy
Daniel B. Ramsdell - History
Lyndon F. Duke - Sociology
Ned Toomey - English
Curt A. Wilberg - Biology
H. John Harris - Philosophy
G .Z. Refai - History
Conrad Suits - English
Alia M. Lindahl - Biology
Larry Lawrence - English
William W. Barker - Biology
H.L. Anshutz - English
Jack A. Peary - Biology
Donald King - English
David R. Hosford - Biology
David Bu rt · English

Pai d Pol . Adv� by ProFes�ors for McGov rn-Shri ve1

Stamford D. Smith - Biology
Keith Rinehart - English
Jared Verner - -Biology
Marilyn White - English
John E. Carr - Biology
Robert Benton - English
Irene Rinehart - English
Bruce Teets - English
Richard Fairbanks - Art
Reino Randall - Art
Ken Cory - Art
Margaret Sahlstrand - Art
Louis Kollmeyer - Art
Christos Papadopoulos - Art
Frank Bach - Art
John J. Agars - Art
Philip Tolin - Psychology
Eleanor Tolin - Psychology
Richard Alumbaugh - Psychology
Duncan McQuarrie - Psychology
Stan Sorenson - Physical Education
Tom Parry - Physical Education
L.E. Reynolds - Physical Education
Starla Drum - Speech & Drama
Jim Hawkins - Speech & Drama
R. Leinaweaver - Speech & Drama
Dale Otto - Early Childhood Development
Jo·:' Mitchell - Early Childhood Development
Lilian Canzler
Early
Childhood
Development

Loc�I Cha..irman, LiJ ion G:aA2! ler

.·

· '

CA TALOG

by Patty Piper
catalog editor

Those ' interested in tran
scen dental meditation may
contact Nick Parsons at 925-4704.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

VOLUNTEERS FOR MIKE

Volunteers are needed to
canvass the Ellensburg area for
Mike McCormack this weekend.
If you have any questions please
contact Linda Schodt at the PAC
office or Ruth Ann Halford at
925-5436.

ETHNIC DANCING

c.s.c.o.

·

ASC DANCE

The mountaineering club will
hold a meeting Thursday at 7:30
p.m. in SUB 103.
David Lee will organize a
climb of the south side of Mt.
Adams, planned for the week
between Christmas and New
Year's.
Eugene Prater will inform
everyone about snowshoeing.
Zoltan Kramer will organize a
hike to the top of Manashtash
Ridge. For further information
contact Charles at 963-2005.

·
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SUN., MON. -& TUE., NOVEMBER 5-7
X RATED Plays At 7 : 00 & 10: 00

THE THI NGS THAT TEEN-AGE
G I R LS LEARN I N SCHOOL . . .
THAT AREN 'T I N BOOKS!

INTERNATIONAL CLUB

The International Club will
hold a general meeting Tuesday
at 7 p.m. in SUB 205. For further
information contact Frances at
963-3612.

_) ,

'-#JPl�:I-.

AN INTIMATE
STUDY OF
THE HIDDEN
LIVES
OF OUR
TEEN-AGE
GIRLS • • •

S.I.M.S.

Students' International
Meditation Society meets
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in SUB 207.
Advance lecture tapes by
Maharishi are to be played each
week.

COFFEE HOUSE

MOUNTAINEERING CLUB

ENTERTAINMENT
ASC will sponsor a dance with
"Ernie and Friends" will
· Ernst & Ernst, an accounting "Junior Cadillac" next Friday .
firm from Seattle, will be on from 9 p.m. to midnight in the entertain at Central Wednesday
from noon to 2·: 30 p.m. and again
campus Wednesday interviewing . . SUB large ballroom.
on Thursday and Friday from
students. Sign-up schedules will
7 : 30 - lO : OO_ p.m. in the SUB _pit.
be posted Wednesday.
FASHION SHOW & DANCE
_
Burroughs Wellcome Co. , a
Black Students of -Central will
pharmaceutical sales company hold a fund-raising drive 'tomor
45
925-9511
LI BERTY T heatre OPEN 6:FRI.
from Bellevue, will be on campus row. The drive will be in the form
And SAT.
Thursday interviewing business of a fashion show from 7-8:30
Shows At 7 : 00 & 10:25 Each Night
and science majors. Sign-up p.m. and a dance from 9 p.m. to 1
sched-u les will be posted a.m. Admission to both events
PETER CAREY, M.D.:
Thursday.
will be $1.25 for students, $2 for
adults.
·busts hypocrisy in a
B.S.C.
Both events will be held at
Black Students of Central will
big Boston hospital.
., .
hold a meeting Wednesday at 7 S.E. Yakima Community Center,
1211 S. 7th St. in Yakima.
p .m . in the SUB.
For further information
contact Rosalind at · 963-2650.
SQUARE DANCING
The Barrior Breakers, a
square dancing group, will be
I.V.C.F.
meeting Thursday from 8-11 p.m.
Inter-Varsity Christian
in the large SUB ballroom.
Fellowship (I.V.C.F.) will hold a
Comedy Co-Feature At 8:25
Everyone is invited to attend. meeting Sunday at 8 p.m. at 601
There is no previous experience Chestnut in the "brown house."
IHI
needed. The cost is 50 cents to
For further information
4.
925-367
at
Jeff
contact
cover the charge for a "caller " .
BUSINESS INTERVIEWS

Affairs
Political
The
Commission needs volunteers to
work for local, state and national
Republican and Democratic
candidates.
If you have any questions
contact Linda Schodt or Charlie
French at 963-3000.

*G.L.Y.B. (*God loves you
baby, and so do we). The
Christian S cience College
Organization welcomes you to
their meeting Tuesday at 6 p.m.
in SUB 206.

NATIVE AMERICAN CLUB

Native American Club will
Sign-up on the bulletin board hold a basketball team meeting
in Black Hall, 2nd floor, to Monday at 5 p.m. in Alford Hall
S.A.V.E.
discuss your placement with Interested players need proof of
Student Association of Voters your supervisor next Friday being one-quarter Indian to
for Ecology (S.A.V.E.) will hold a from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Grupe· participate. League games begin
meeting Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Conference Center.
Nov. 18.
SUB 206.

Absentee ballot forms are
available daily at the ASC office
and at the McGovern table in the
SUB. Apply now because the
ballot you receive must be
postmarked by midnight Nov. 7.

An ethnic folk dancing group
will get together Tuesday and
Thursday from 5-7 p.m. in the
large SUB ballroom.
The· group will include Israeli,
Balkan, Scandinavian, German
and American dancing.
Everyone is invited to attend.
Teachers will be present to
instruct. Anyone knowing how is
welcome to come and teach.
For further information
contact Pam at 963-2318 or Ron
at 925-2243.

WINTER STUDENT
TEACHERS

·

·

.. .

..

SHOCKING!
REVEALING!
TRUE!

Co-Hit At 8: 30 "I, A WOMAN, PART 2"
STARTS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8th
CONQUEST of The PLANET of the APES

The V I LLAGE ·

925-4598
OPEN 6 : 45
ENDS SATURDAY

Shows At 7 : 00 & 9 : 15 Nightly

,R�Ol�E'lWo'B
He ·did llwav
with beautiful women.
�
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